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Chapter XV : Elements of Metaphysics.

As the preceding chapter outlined a program,

so the present chapter turns to its execution. We have to

make explicit the latent metaphysics of the human mind, and

the first step is to establish t'l.n9\-'er-liPitrrittes its elements.

There are six of them: central potency, central form, central

act, conjugate potency, conjugate form, and conjugate act.

In the light of earlier chapters, it will be a relatively

brief task to distinguish and relate them. But the prevalance

of counter—positions made it seem inadvisable, if not impossible,

to tackle the problem of genetic method until we were able

to employ our basic metaph-;sical concepts; and so the present

chapter owes its length and any complexity it may possess

to the necessity of clarifying the notion of development and

of outlining the heuristic structure of genetic method both

in general as and as applied to the or?anism, to the psyche,

to intelligence, and to the combination of all three in man.
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1.	 Potency, Form, and Act.

Metaphysics has been conceived as the integral

heuristic structure of proportionate being. It envisages an

indefinitely remote future date when the whole domain of

proportionate being will be understood. It asks what can be

known here and now of that future explanation. It answers

that, though full explanation may never be reached, at least

the structure of that explanatory lmo '::ledre can be known at

once.

For proportionate being is whatever is to be

known by experience, intelligent grasp, and reasonable affirmation.

While there are three co:n,ononts in that knowing, still only one

of them is an unknown. The content of irellir°,ent grasp of

proportionate being necessarily remains $ic. unknown until full

explanation is reached. But the content of reasonable affirmation

is known already, for it is a virtually unconditioned "Yes."

And the content of experience that survives in fully explanatory

knowledge also is known already, for it is the intellectually

patterned experience of the empirical residue; aftv5-43.11Avpszttomx4usg

and already we know that exnerience is in its intellectual

pattern when it is dominated by the detached and disinterested

desire to know; similarly, we already have determined that the

empirical residue lies in the incividuality, the continuity,

the coincidental conjunctions anc', successions, and the non-

systematic divergence from intelligible norms, which are to

be known by experiencing and only by experiencing.

Accordingly, let us introduce the terms, potency,

form, and act.

Potency denotes the component of proportionate

being to be known in fully explanatory knowledge by an intel.

0
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lectually patterned ernerience of the empirical residue.

Form denotes the component of proportionate being

to be known, not by understanding the names of things, nor by

understanding their relations to us, but by unde rs Landing them

fully in their relations to one another.

Act denotes the component of proportionate being

to be known by uttering the virtually unconditioned "Yes" of

reasonable judgment.

It follows that potency, form, and act constitute

a unity. For what is experienced, is wn.at is understood; and

what is understood, is what is affirmed. The three levels of

cognitional activity yield a single knowing; for experience alone

is not human knowing; experience and understanding do not suffice

for knowing; only when the uncondit i oned is reached and affirmation

or negation occurs, does knowing in the Droper meaning of the

term arise. Tn.j like manner, the contents of the three levels

of cognitional activity constitute a unity; one does not know

a first proportionate being by experiencing, a second by

understanding, and a third by judging; on t ne contrary, the

three contents coalesce into a single known. Hence, potency,

form, and act, since they are kno: .n by ex erience, understanding,

and judrlent, are not three proportionate beings but three

components in a single proportionate being.

Further, it follows that potency, form, and

act not only constitute a unity but also share a common

definition or speclf:ication. For experience neither defines

nor specifies; it merely presents. Again, judmnont neither

defines nor specifies; it merely affirms or denies what has

been defined or specified  already. All defining and specifying

occur , on the level of understanding, and so the unity constituted
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by potency, form, and act, has but a single definition or

specification that is reached in knowin:r. form.

Finally, the foregoing account of potency, form,

and act, will cover any possible scientific explanation. For

a scientific explanation is a theory verified* in instances;

as verified, it refers to act; as theory, it refers to form;

as in instances, it refers to potency. Amin, as a theory

of the classical type, it refers to forms as forms; as a

theory of the statistical type, it refers to forms as setting

ideal frequencies from ::hick acts do not diverge systematically;

as a theory  of the genetic type, it refers to the conditions

of the emergence of form from potency.

n	 -	 :^R^ e^ fx'fl ^' ^I .4 i^ c î.^ i:L-3cAti^

• - 	- ^ . •	 : •	 ' .	 itanhyti.ct.s°

In subsecuent sections different types of

potency, form, and act, will be distinguished, but at once

we must draw attention to the fact that, while we employ the

names introduced by Aristotle an( while we assi c°n them a
meaning that Aristotle would recognize as his own, none the

less Aristotle's ready use of merely descriptive i.e.nowledge

and our insistence on explanation involve different starting-

points, diff. rent tendencies, and differences in implication.

Thus, it is sound Aristotelian doctrine to say that potency

stands to form, as eye to sight, and that form stands to

act, as sight to seeing. But it is a far rmore prominent

Aristotelian doctrine to say that poency stan(: s to form,

as the privation of heat to heat, and that form s sands to

act, as heat to heating. Yet the psychological illustration

satisfies our definitions but the physical illustration cannot
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be reconciled with them.

The psychological illustration satisfies our

definitions. For form is what is to be known by ins itrht; but

"sitcht" is known inasmuch as we understand eyes as organs of

sight, or inasmuch as we understand experiences of seeing as

IgtAxandAAg grounded in s4.004• the possession of sight. Again,

act is known by the "Yes" of jud r -ment, and we knoll/ what a person

is seeing, not by a mere inspect ion of eyes, nor by understanding

the inspected eyes as organs of sight, but by affirming that

the understood sir ht is being put to use. Finally, potency is

what is to be known by intellectually patterned experience

of the empirical residue, and there 7 .s such an experience

when we inspect eyes in order to understand them.

But the physical illustration cannot be subsumed

under our definitions. Form is what is to be knom by insight,

but Aristotle considered what he named proper sensibles to

be forms; such are colors, sounds, heat and cold, et and dry,

hard and soft, Aheavy and light, etc. At least, they are

extremely ambiguous forms: in the object/they are sensible

in potency; in sensation they are sensible in act; as named

they are associated with any suff_ciently similar quality

through an insight that !rasps how to employ the name; as

objects of inquiry, they enter into a heuristic structure

that seeks to what is to be known when they willbe understood;

finally, as explained, they are related to laws that implicitly

define conjurrate tga terms. Yihich of the five is Aristotle's

form, heat? Again, act is what is to be known by the "Yes"

of judgment; but "heating" is not to be known in this simple-.	 _ 
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manner. To know "heating" is to know that there are two instandes

of heat and that one of them is derived causally from the other.

Finally, potency is known by intellectually patterned experience

of the empirical residue. But the potency to the form, heat,

is the privation of that form; that privation is known, not by

merely experiencing the contrary form, cold, but by understanding

it as contrary to heat and excluding heat.

It is easy enough to see how RIkee04.14Vof the

ambiguities of Aristotle's physical notions made a conflict
humanly

with Renaissance science/inevitable. If the form of heat is

what is to be known by understanding heat, then the Aristotelians

were bound to approve the scientists' effort to understmand.

In fact, t ere was a comedy of errors. The Aristotelians had

little grasp of Aristotle's doctrine of ins irrht into imaginative

representations and they had no notion of the heuristic structure

that , heads for $8p insirr,t. On the other hand, the scientists

did not conceive explaining as knowing inasmuch as one is under-

stanc_ing; their ti ought was dominated by the notion of =brim

objectivity as extroversion; in this sense they denied the

Proper sensibles to be really "out there"; and they conceived

explanation as the reduction of apparent qualities to the

real dimensions of matter in motion. Four centuries out

to suffice for us to learn to see through this set of blunders.

2.	 Central and Conju_mte Forms.

The second stop in orkingu out the integral

heuristic structure of proportionate being will be to distinguish

two general cases of potency, form, and act. For while the forms

of proportionate being are to be kno•::n fully only when full

explanation is reached, still the present existence of heuristic

techniques can reveal at once that there are different kinds
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of forms. Moreover, if there are different kinds of forms,

there must be different kinds of potency and of act; for

potency, form, and act constitute a single known and share a

common definition; and the potency and act that sha:e the

definition of one kind of form must differ from the potency

and act that share the different 4412,4 definition of another kind.

Now at the root of classical method there are

two heuristic principles. The first is that similars are

2i understood similarly, that a difference of understanding

presupposes a significant difference of data. The second is

that the similarities, relevant to explanation, lie not in

the relations of things to our senses, but in their relations

to one another. Next, when these heuristic principles are

applied, there result classifications by sensible similarity,

then correlations, and finally the verification of correlations

and of systems of correlations. But verified correlations

necessarily involve the verification of terms implicitly

defined by ,.he correlations; and they do not involve more

than such implicitly defined terms as related, for 'what is

ttoM4e4 verified accurately is not this or that particular

proposition but the general and abstract proposition on which

ranges of ranges of particular propositions converge.

Accordingly, there is a fundamental heuristic structure that

leads to the determil-iation of conjugates, that is, of terms

defined by implicitly by their empirically verified and

explanatory relations. Such terms as related are known by

understanding, and so thF they are forms. Let us name them

conjugate forms. Since such forms are verified in the empirical

residue of experience, they constitute unities with conjugate

potencies and conjugate acts. Hence, conjuPate potency is
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potency to conjugate form, and conjugate act is act of conajugate

form, where potency to form and act of form mean that the

potency, form, and act in question 2oz constitute a single

unity.

Further , the heuristic structure that leads to

knowledge of conjugate forms necessitates another structure

that leads to knowledge of central forms. For one reaches

explanatory conjugates by considering data as similar to

other data; but the data, vin'ch are similar, also are concrete

and individual; and as concrete and individual, they are

understood inasmuch as one grasps in them a concrete and

intelligible unity, identity, whole. Nor can one dispense

with this grasp or transcend it. For science ad vances

through the inner-action of increasingly accurate descriptions

and ever more satisfactory expla .n tions of the same objects.

Unless the objects are the same, there is no relation between

the description and the explanation and so no reason why

explanation should modify descrintion or description lead

to better explanation. But the only object that is the same

is the concrete and$ intelligible unity, identity, whole:

for the explanatory con ju*aues change; and the descriptive

or experiential terms undergo modifications and 	 -ce*t;

rearrangements. Accordingly, as long as science is developing,

the notion of the intelligible unity is indispensable. But

in Is term u no less than in its development, scientific

conclusions need to be supported by evidence; the evidence

for such conclusions lies in change; and viithout concrete and

intelligible unities there is nothing- to change, for change .

is not the substitution of one datum for another, nor is it

the replacement of one concept by another; it consists in

2. 8
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the same concroGe, intelligible unity providing the unification

for successively different data; and so without the unity, there

is no change, snd without change there is lacking a notable part,

if not all, ofz the evidence for scientific conclusions.

Finally, science is applicable to concrete problems; but neither

descriptive nor explanatory knowledr::e can be applied to concrete

problems without the use of the demonstrative, this, and that

demonstrative can be used only inasmuch as there is a link

between concepts and data as individual: only the notion of

the concrete and intelligible unity of data supplies such a

link, and so that notion is necessary for acpiii science as applied.

Now concrete and imellirible unities are known

by understanding; therefore, they are forms. But they are

quite different from conjugate forms, and so t ;,ere must be

recognized another type of form to be named central form;

and just as conjugate form im plies a 05,conjueate potency

and a conjugate act, so also central form tot implies a central

potency and a central act.

The diffmference between our central form and

Aristotle's substantial form is merely nominal. For the Aristotelian

substantial form is what is known by r:rasping an intelligible

unity, a unum per se. However, since the meaning of the English

word, substance, has been influenced profoundly by Locke, since

the Cartesian confusion of "body" and thing led to an identification

of subdtance and extension and then to the riposte that substance

is underneath extension, I have thought it advisable, at least

temporarily, to cut myself off from this verbal tangle.

The difference between our conjugate form and

Aristotle's accidental form is Tartly nominal and partly real.

The name, accidental, is misleading, for it suggests the merely
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incidental. Moreover, the accidental forms of Aristotle's

physical theory were1Asensible qualities as sensed, but we admit

no forms that are known icy anyxxa - apart from understanding.

Finally, the name, con juaate, brings out what we consider the

essential featare of intelligible mutual relations that

implicitly define conjugate  forms.

The distinction between central and conjugate

forms leads to the distinction Wrbetween central and conjugate

acts. Central act is existence, for whet exists is the intelligible

unity. Conjugate act is occurrence, for what occurs is defined

explanator*ly by aprealing to conjugate  form.

Similarly, there results a division of the

empirical residue between central potency and conjugate potency.

Since soniuName central form is the intelligible unity of data

as indivi.idual, central potency may be identified with the

individuality of tale empirical resiclue. On the other hand,

conjugate forms are verified in srstio-temporal cintinua,

con juflctions, successions, and so these aspects of the empirical

residue are to be deputed to con,jur_aue potency.

To illustrate the meaning of the terms, central

and conjugate potency, form, and act, 14", &md let us suppose

that mass-velocity is a notion that survives in fully explanatory

science. Then the mass-velocity will be a conjugate act; the

mass, defined by its intelligible relations to other masses,

will be a conjugate form; the space-time continuum of the

trajectory will be conjugate potency; what has the mass will

be axcextxalxfaxm individual bar its central potency, a unity

by its central form, and existing by its central act.
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3.	 Explana kiory Genera and Species.

Genera and species are explanatory if they are

derived, not from classifications based on sensible similarities

and dissimilarities, but from classifications based upon explana-

tory knowledge. The ^general character of such explanatory

knowledge has been indicated already in the chapter on Things

but, perhaps, it will not be amiss to recast it in terms of

central and con jut-ate po ency, form, and act before asking

the twofold question, namely, ::she tZe r or not that is the

structure of explanatory f;cnern and species, and whether or

not such a structure will survive in fully explanatory knowledge

of proportionate being.

First, then, if there is any explanatory science,

then there is a set of con jup,ate forms, say Ci, defined implicitly .

by their empirically established and explanatory relations.

Different combinations of forms from the set, Ci, serve to

define explanatorily the unities or things, Ti, which differ

specifically from one another but pertain to the same explanatory

genus. Again, different combinations of the verified correlations

yield a range of schemes of recurrence, Si, and in the measure

such schemes are realized, they make systematic the occurrence

of the conjugate acts, Ai.

Secondly, either all conjugate acts of the type,

Ai, occur systematically, or some occur systematically in virtue

of the schemes, Si, while others occur at random. If there

are such random occurrences, then there are instances of

the merely empirical	 ld!.9641 residue on the level of conjugate

acts. For a manifold of random occurrences offers a much larger

range of merely coincidental conjunctions and successions, and
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such conjunctions and successions pertain to the empirical residue.

Thirdly, there is a further possibility. Besides

occurring systematically in virtue of the schemes, Si, and

occurring at random, conjugate acts of the type, Ai, may occur

quite regularly yet in a manner that cannot be accounted for

by any of the schemes, Si. In t .at case there is the evidence

that is necessary and sufficient to affirm the existence of

another set of conjugates,  C j, defining another sat genus of

things, Tj, and yielding another range of schemes, S j, that

make systematic another type of con ju ate acts, Aj.

Fourthly, the foregoing possibility is recurrent.

Just as a random manifold of conjugate acts, Aij, is an instance

of the empirical rosidue and so sup lies the conjugate/potency

for the higher systematization by the conjucr te7forms, Cj,

so also a random manifold of conjugate acts, A ik, may be an

instance of the empirical residue that supplies the conjugate

l 

potency for a still higher systematization by the conjugate

forms, Ck. Accordingly, there can be a series of genera,

Ti, T j, Tk,... and within each genus there can be different

species, for the things are defined by their conjugate forms

and the conjugaue forms differ innsmuch as they systematize

differently their different underlying manifolds of lower order

conjugate acts.,

Fifthly, in things of any hither genus, there

survive lower conjugate potencies, forms, and acts, but/there

do not survive lower things. The lover conjugates survive,

e '	 . ►
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for without them there would be nothing for the hir-her system

of conjugates to systematize. On the other hand, the lover

things do not survive within hither things. For a thing is

the concrete and intelligible unity of concrete and individual

data; the same data from different viewpoints can provide

the evidence for different conjugae forms; but uhe same data

under the totality of their aspects cannot be the data for

different things. If any datum under all its aspects pdrtains

to one thing, then it does not , ,ertain to any other thing;

hence, if there is a hiker thing, there are data for affirming

it; and the same data are not data for any other thing. It is

to be noted, ho ever, that we are sneaking not of "bodies"

but of things. Oithin the "body" of an animal, there can be

many different things; but ,hese different thin -,s are not the

animal, nor parts of it; they may be foreir "bodies"; they

may live in symbiosis with the animal; but they do not pertain

.co the animal as do its eyes and other organs.

Sixthly, corresponding to the successive genera,

there will be distinct and autonomous empirical sciences. For

each genus has its proper range of schemes of recurrence, Si,

S j , S,... Investiglion of these xers regularities will lead

to the discovery of empirically verified correlations and so

to the implicitly defined sets of conjugates, C i , C3, Ck,...

All the terms of the set, Oi l will be defined by their internal

relations; all the terms of the set, C j, will be defined by

their internal relations; and since the two sets arz have no

terms in common, there will be no logical process from one

set to another. Because there is no loTical/process from one

set to another, the several empirical sciences will be distinct

and autonomous.
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Seventhly, the successive, distinct autonomous

sciences will be related as successive higher viewpoints.

For the coincidental manifolds of lower conjug to acts, say Aij,

can be imagined symbolically. Moreover, as the coincidental

manifolds are the conjugate po uency for the hi:.her conjugate

forms, so the symbolic images provide the materials for insight

into the laws rdtlating then forms. But there is a higher

viewpoint when images of lower level operations yield insight

into the laws governing higher h level operations. Accordingly,

the structure of the successive genera runs parallel to the

structure of successive higher viewpoints.

Eighthly, this parallel may be staked either as

a position or as a counter-position. If one affirms the

real to be being and to be known by intellient grasp and

reasonable affirmation, then the real will be existing unities

differentiated by conjugate forms of variogs genera and species.

In that case the symbolic images will have a merely heuristic

value, for .6hey will serve to facilitate the transition from

one science to another and to determine to what extent data

are explained or not explained by either science. On the

other hand, if one affirms the real to be a sub-division in

the "already out there now," then the images will be not

heuristic symbols but representations of thins as they really

are; the successive inteliiible systems willing be merely

subjective arrangements, for thet intelligible cannot be

ima.ined; and so the reality of each hiher genus is emptied

into the lower until one reaches the image of 6he lowest;

and as the lowest is imagined as too small to be seen, one

ist left with unverifiable images of the lowest menus as one's

extra-scientific and pseudo-metaphysical account of reality.
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are have stated our conception of ki7p. explanatory

genera and species, and two questions arise. Is the conception

correct? Is it verifiable, not merely in thins as they are

known now, but also in things as they would be known if they

m were explained completely?

Perhaps it may be claimed that the conception

is uniquely probable. The notion of the succession of higher

viewpoints would seem to be the one and only manner in which

logically unrelated sciences can be unified. The notion that

lower coincidental manifolds of occurrences are systematized

by higher forms would seem to be the one and only way in which

higher orders of reality can be immanent in loner orders without

v'	 i'i	 ' `ft+xfaEilth ^' 	 / "t	 r	 1

violating lower classical laws. The two notions are comple-

mentary, for the image repam corresponds to the coincidental

manifold, and ins ight into the image grasps uhe forms that

systematize the otherwise coincidental manifold. Finally,

the two notions satisfy the more general reeuirements of

abstracu classical laws, concrete schemes of recurrence,

statistical residues, the emergent probability of higher forms

and schemes, and the metaphysical structure of central and

con ju ;a ue potencies, forms, and acts.

Per"t	 ?F---dt sm

Further, the conception rests, not on the

present state of the empirical sciences, but on the fundamental

properties of insirht. Insight is into imaginative representations,

Insights accumulate into viewpoints. Imares that represent

viewpoints lead to insights that accumulate into higher

viewpoints. This transition can be repeated. Images, apart
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from insight, are eilltd-letWtvgi coincidental manifolds; but

images under insight cease to be coincidental, for their

elements become related intelligibly. Potency corresponds

to the imar'ined empirical residue. Form corresponds to the

insight. Again, direct insire1it e:t resses itself in abstract

classical laws; this abstractness is an indeterminacy that

leaves room for the inverse insirthts that grasp statistical

laws; the compatibility of classical and statistical laws

leaves room for the coincidental manifolds that provide the

potency for the h.^gher forms. Not only do all t'_ese elements

mesh together to provide a single coherent account of explanatory

genera and species, but the resultant account has no competitors

for, to the best of my kno .•;ledge , no one else has attempted to

work out the pare theory of r;enura and species,i explamatsag

kxoviadgm where the genera and species are conceived not

descriptively but explanatorily.

Now a conception is uniquely probable if it

meets an issue fairly and sauanely and t sere are no available

alternative views. Moreover, in the present ins.a.lce, this

probability is of a highu order. It 8 regards not an

imaginative synthesis of outer events, such as the Ptolemaic

or Copernican systems, but the inner ground that is generative

of successive imaginative syntheses and systematic unifications.

Such syntheses and unifications can rise and fall in endless

mums succession without altering a single element in the

fundamental properties of insight, for those fund .a_:ental

properties are the principle whence the endless succession

would spring. Hence, the greater one t s familiarity with

human intelligence and its properties, the clearer it becomes

that our development of the notion of the higher viewpoint

0
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into a theory of explanatory gen,,ra and species has exploited

the basic and permanent factors that will hold their ground

in subsequent modifications and improvements.

Finally, such unique probability is sufficient

for a metaphysical theorem when metaphysics is conceived as

in accord with the definition of the preceding chapter. For q

a metaphysics t41.12	 aims at inte grating the empirical sciences

and common sense to yield a single view y

of the universe of proportionate being,^has to deal with

facts, It cannot accept the criteria of a dedgctivism that

is content to affirm the necessary laws of any possible world.
4444.40 it'Au..,

It is bound to be nuanced, ,A have no doubt about central

and conjugate pouencies, forms, and acts, yot 4* be content

with unique probability when it comes to differentiating the

explanatory genera and species of forms.

There remains the question of fact. Are there

in this universe things that differ specifically and generically,

where these differences are conceived not descriptively but

explanatorily? A negative answer is dictated'by the counter-

position, for then reality reduces to ima^'ined and unverifiable

entities that differ, not intelligibly, but only in their

imaginable determinations. On the other hand, if we appeal

to the immemorial convictions of common sense or to the actual

division of sciertific departments, all the evidence favors

the affirmation of different explanatory genera. Finally,

we may invoke the tst± testimony of the future and hypothetical

reviser of the present affirmation. For if he is to revise

that or any other affirmation, he must appeal to experience,

understanding, and judgment, and so he will be a concrete

and intdlligible unity of empirical, intelli-ent, and rational
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, not
consciousness. Moreover, he must make his pronouncement/while

he is conscious znOcwithin the biolocical, the aesthetic, the

artistic, the dramatic, or the practical patterns of experience,

but while he is conscious within the intellectual pattern.

Still, he will be capable of ex ; erience in those other patterns

or in some blend or altirnation of them, for xz otherwise he

would not be a man. It follows that the hypothetical reviser,

if he is a mar_, will be more than a concrete and intelligible

unity of em_o:irical, intellicent, and. rational consciousness.
at least one

what else will he 24 be? One has to invoke piipigi other genus

of conjtmte forms to acc o unt for the concrete possibility

of other pa uterns of experience, to account for preconscious

and subconscic;us influences upon consciousness, to account

for the fact that the hypothetical reviser eats and breathes

and wall's on other things besides men. On the other hand,

if one' s hypothetical reviser is not a man, then one is rather

hard put to it to conceive a manner in which the existence of

different explanatory genera can be denied.  

0

0
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4.	 Potency and Limitation.

Each hirher genus is limited by the preceding

lower genus. On the one hand, it must not interfere with the

autonomy of the lower order for, if it were to do so, it would

destroy its own foundation. On the other hand, the higher

genus is a higher systematization of manifolds that :would

be coincidental on the lower level; and a hicrher systematization

is limited by the manifolds which it systematizes.

Since each hi -her 7enus is limited by the

preceding lower genus, it follows that the lowest genus

provides a principle of limitation for the whole domain of

proportionate being.

Moreover, this universal principle of limitation

resides t in the potency of the lowest genus. For act corresponds

to judgment, form to insight, and potency to experience of the

empirical residue. But the "Yes" of ,judmnent is restricted
and

to the formulation it affirms;/this formulation results from

an insight that is restricted/to the pattern of mm the data

to be understood. Accordingly, as judgment is limited by

insight, and insight by data, so act is limited b form, and

form is limited by potency.

It ::' ill be convenient to introduce the name,

prime potency, to denote the potency of the lowest level that

provides the principle of limitation for the whole range of

proportiom:ue being.

Certain characteristics of prime potency are

already familiar. For potency is what is to be known by

intellectually pr:tterned experience of the empirical residue.

The empirical residue consists in individuality, the continuum,

particular place and time, and non-systematic divergence from 

o , 
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theoretically grounded anticipations. Si r:ce all these features

of the empirical residue  are to be verified in the lowest genus

of proportionate being, all are to be wtvt ,111 attributed to prime

potency.

Hov;ever, one may ask nether, in the light of

contemporary science, prime potency has anything to do with

energy. In general fashion one may ar g ue t ';at, since energy

may be latent or potential, it is not act. Since it is relevant

to mechanics, thermodynamics, electromannetics, chemistry, and

biology, it is not form. Finally, since it functions as a

universal principle of limitation, it must be grounded in

prime potency.

e quantity of =nea gy is	 abstract b - concrete.	 or

ci assica.l lāvrs and the on jurate fo s they

ci assical laws are abstract an so they yield .nly abstract

k o.. ledge of he conjugate,/ orms which im icitly they define.
^

t is rev ūed not by differentiating t by integrating,

d,A differentiation leac':s to 	 abstract, so integration

1: ads to the/Eoncrete . No one is surnrised when an abstract

Lion is extremely rener 'al, but the quanr,ty.Qi eraggL_

An investigation of the notion of energy lies

outside the scope of the present inquiry, but it may not be

amiss to put a few leading questions. In the first place,

the notion of energy is reached, not by differentiating

but by integrating. It is not surprising when differentiating,
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which is an abstractive procedure, yields notions of broad

generality. But energy is a notion of extreme generality

yet it is reached by integrating. Might one not say that

the quantity of energy is the concrete prime potency that

is informed mechpnically or thermally or electrically as the

case may be?

Again, there is the curious fact that uhe

science of mechanics can be developed logically in terms

of classical lays and without  any mention of energy (Lindsay

and Mar- )enau, p. 120) , yet once the notion of energy is

introduced, one can develop Lagrange's method of gene ralized

coordinates and Hamilton's canonical equations, which constitute

the most powerful techniques in mechanics. Is one to say

that there is a mechanics based on the laws of motion and

the conju srate forms which the laws define and that there is

another equivalent but more powerful mechanics based upon

limita,ions set by prime potency?

Further, while the notion of a quantity of

energy receives its basic formulation in mechanics, still it

is not restricted to mechanics. Thermodynamics conceives

heat as a form of energy, which it limits by a law of

conservation and a law that settles the direction of its

changes (Ibid., p. 214 ff). Td. Planck has worked out

Maxwell's electromagnetic equations by be-inning from the

notion of energy (Ibid., 315 f) . The Hamiltonian function,

wiaich represents total energy, has provic.ed basic clues in

quantum mechanics (Ibid., pp. 405, 	 145) . There is the

release and absorption of energy in chemical change, and

where is the role of chlorophyll in capturing the energy

of xex radiation. Do these facts refer to prime potency 

0
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as a universal principle of limitation?

Again, there is an.J inertia of energy and there

is an equation relating; mass and energy. Is one to relate

the inertial coefficient of mass to the prime potency it

informs, and to conceive mass ±tom as conjugate form as

implicitly defined by the laws that relate masses to one

another?

Finally, there has been sup;gested a correlation

between the expanding universe and the emergence of additional

energy. If t;1is happens to become accented, is it to be

explained because r7rime potency grounds both the space-time

continuum and the quantity of energy, so that an increase of

one involves an increase of the other?

What would seem desirableable is a single coherent

answer to all these questions such that prime potency would

be conceived as a ground of quantitative limitation and general

heuristic considerations would relate quantitative limitation

to the properties that science verifies in the quantity it

names energy.                               

0
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5,	 Potency and Finality.

Being has been conceived heuristically as the

objective of the detached and disinterested desire to know

and, more precisely, as whatever is to be known b ; - intelligent

grasp and reasonable affirmation. This heuristic notion

has been found to underlie all our knowing, to penetrate

all conceptual contents, to co beyond them, to provide a

core for all meaning. ; ie have now to formulate a reciprocal

notion of equal significance. For it is not only our notion

of being that is heuristic, that heads for an objective that

can be defined only in terms of the process of knowing it,

but also the reality of proportionate being itself exhibits

a similar incompleteness and a similar dynamic orientation

towards a completeness that becomes determinate only in the

process of completion.

Just as intellectually patterned experience

heads towards insights and judements, so potency leads toi ands

forms and acts. Just as cognitional activity mounts through

accumulations of insights to hi -her viewpo _nts, so objective

process involves the information and actuation of prime potency

only to uncover a residue of coincidental manifolds and so

mount trough successive levels of higher systematization.

Just as cognitional activity does not know in advance what

being is :end so has to define it heuristically as whatever

is to be known by intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation,

so objective process is not the realization of some blue-print

but the cumulation of a conditioned series of things and

schemes of recurrence in accord -ith successive schedules

of probabilities. Just as cognitional activity is the

becoming known of being, so objective process is the becoming
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of proportionate being. Indeed, since cognitional activity

is itself but a part of this universe, so its heading to
the

being is but y( particular instance in which universal striving

towards being becomes conscious and intelligent and reasonable.

Such is the meaning we - o ild attach to the name

finality. Accordingly, we do not mean by finality some

expedient of a lazy intelligence attempting; to make amends

for the deficiencies in its account of efficient causality.

Much less do we mean by finality some pull exerted by the

future on the present. By finality we refer to a theorem

of the same generality as the nouion of being. This theorem

affirms a parallelism between the dynamism of the mind and

the dynamism of proportionate being. It affirms that the

objective universe is not at rest, not static, not fixed in

the present, but in process, in tension, fluid. As it regards

present reality in its dynamic aspect, so it affirms this

dynamism to be open. As what is to be kn,mn becomes determinate

only through knowing, so what is to be 2 becomes determinate

only through its own becoming. But as present knowing is not

just present knowing but also a moment in process towarc's

fuller knowing, so also present reality is not just present

reality but also a moment in process to fuller reality.

The objective ground of this open dynamism

is potency. For potency is what is to be known by intellectually

patterned experience of the empirical residue. But intellectually

patterned e_perience is dynamic; it is experience under some

heuristic structure that is derived from the detached and

disinterested desire to know; it is experience dominated by

that desire. And the dynamic orientation of such experience

no lessk ti,A4 than the exper _.ence itself has its counterpart
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Nr.,
aft'A proportionate being. Indeed, since cognitional activity

is itself but a part of this universe, its striving to know

being is but the inteili nent and reasonable part of a universal

striving towards being.

I have been indicating a parallel between

incomplete kno '.. ing heading towards fuller knowing and an

incomplete universe heading towards fuller being, and now I

propose to employ the name, finality, to denote the objective

member of the parallel. Against such usage, perhaps, there

will be complaints. The imaginaz,ive 'ill contend that finality

refers to pull exerted by the 2ntaa future on the present.

`t J L	 L, Abstract deductivists will argue

with Scotus that finality should denote a necessary property

of every possible world. Concrete deductivists will argue

with Spinoza that finality is just a mistake: as premisses

prove conclusions, so Weeta/ ,RrAW110JA2Nady because birds

have wings they are able to fly; as premisses do not exist

tat order to prove conclusions, so birds do not have wings

in order to be able to fly. Kantians will contend that

finality is not a law of nature but a maxim of thought,

that it does not reveal a constituent of nx things but

regulates and orders our kno•:;ledne of Ellin them. In simpler

fashion positivists will maintain that, since finality is

known by understanding, it does not rerta . in to the "already

out there now real." The surviving advocates of scientific

monism, finally, will point out teat there is no room in

their universe for all-riervasive notions such as being and

finality, for philosophy has nothing; to add to science , and

science deals only with the precise concepts proper to

particular departments.
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In brief, there are as many views of finality

as there are philosophies, nor is there any point to repeating

here our reasons for the stand we have adopted. Present

concern has to be limited to working out the implications

of previous conclusions. Because the real is being and being

is whatever is to be grasped by intelli ent grasp and

reasonable affirmation, finality would not be real if it were

knor n merely as a constituent of the "already out there nov, yr"

Again, because we have conceived metaphysics as the integral

heuristic structure of proportionate being, so we must restrict

in similar fashion our consideration of finality. Lastly,

s•'i	 d, a `-vei' 	Nat i - tie'a6-Thi;  It.-.

11;1	 i i	 nki since analytic principles differ from

analytic propositions by the additicn of judgments of fact,

our knowledge of Droportion to being and so our lmowledce

of finality is knowledge of what in fact is so. Accordingly,

our question of finality is simply a question of correctly

understanding a fact.

Basically, then, finality is the dynamic aspect

of the real. To affirm finality is to disac;roe with the

Eleatic negation of change. It is to deny that this universe

is inert, static, finished, complete. It is to affirm

movement, fluidity, tension, apnroximativeness, incompleteness .

It is an affirmation that may turn out to have implications

for the future, but such implications are a further question,

for finality is an affirmation of fact and fact pertains not

to the future but to the present and to the past. Finally,

the fact in question cannot be denied outrirfitly, for our

knowing is an event in the universe, and it is not inert ,

static, finished, complete; on the contrary, in so far as   

C o,
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our experience is patterned intellectually, our knowing is

in process; it consists in setting questions for intellir•ence,

meeting* them by insichts, raisin::; further questions to elicit

further insights, shifting; to critical reflection and judprent

only to shift back to further inquiry that will need the control

of further critical reflection.

Secondly, finality means not merely dynamism but

directed dynamism. It neither denies nor minimizes such facts

as entropy, cataclasm, the death that follows every birth, the

extinction that threatens every survival. It offers no opinion

on the ultimate fate of the universe. But it insists that

the negative pictu_.e is not the whole picture, For it knows

proportionate being as constituted by explanitory genera and

species of ce : ctral and conjugate potencies, forms, and acts.

It knoc;s that potency stands )in some dyn^ .mic direction towards

form, that form stands in some dynamic direction to act, that

arc coincidental manifolds of act stand in some connection

. ith potency to h1.r her forms. Just what that dynamic direction

may prove to be, is a further question. But at least in some

sense di dynamic direction is to be affirmed. For potency,

form, and act constitute a unity; potency is presup ,,osed and

complemented by form; form is nresupnosedx and complemented

by act; and these relations of presupposition and complemenation

involve some directing of potency towards form and of form

towards act.

)ft -
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Thirdly, the directed dynamism of finality is

not deductivist, for deductivism is a mistake. Accurate

predications are possible, but their possibility rests on

the survival of schemes of recurrence; that survival is rot

necessary but probable; and. while probability excludes systematic

divergence from ideal frequencies, it does not exclude non-

systematic divergence.

Fourthly, the directed dynamism of finality

is not determinate in the mo e obvious meanings of that term.

It is not headed to some d .e uerminate individual or species

or genus of proportionate being. On the contrary, the essential

meaning of finality is that it roes beyond such determinations.

Potency heads to Jo form, but it also heads beyond it to act;

and it heads beyond act to coincidental manifolds of acts and,

through them, to higher forms and higher coincidental manifolds

of acts. &exen Finality goes beyond the myriad individualities

m of the lowest genus to the fewer individualities of higher

genera, and it goes beyond those fewer individualities in

perpetual cycles of change. Finality goes beyond lower

genera ands species to higher genera and species and, if it

is halted at some genus, the halt reveals not finality but

the limitations which it endeavors to transcend. Even if one

canes to assert that finality can go no higher than man, it

is clear enou ^t that mants unrestricted desire i,o know provides

concrete evidence that the alleged maximum of possibility is

not the maximum of aspiration.

Fifthly, the directed dynamism of finality

is an effectively probable realization of possibilities.

For potency is an objective possibility of form; form is

an objective possibility of act; acts are an x objective
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possibility of higher forms and higher acts. The realization

of these possibilities is effectively probable, for on the

supposition of sufficient numbers and si fficiently long intervals

of time, the realization of any possibility can be assured.

Sixthly, this directed dynamism is realistic.

It results from the classical laws that rest on forms, from

the statistical laws that rost on acts, from the emer _cent

process that rests on pouency. It is not a contrivance

added to an incompetent universe to make it work but an

unfolding of its immanent implications that is bound to work.

Men are apt to judge the universe by anthropomorphic standards.

They look for the efficiency of their machines, the economy

of their use of materials and power, the security of their

comprehensive plans, the absence of 'disease and death, of

violence and pain, of abuse and re  ,ression, that reflects

the desires and the aspirations of their hearts. But human

utopias are paper schemes. They postulate in the universe

more perfect materials than those with which it builds.

They suppose that the building can be some extrinsic activity

apart from the universe itself. They for-et that they themselves

and all thiiir ach great achieve,iients and all their still greater

hopes and dreams are but by—products of the universe in its

proper expansion in accord with its proper intelligibility.

Seventhly, finality is universal. It is no

less the sadness of failure than the joy of success. It is

1:14440614 to be discerned no less in false starts end in break-downs

than in stability and progress. It is as much the meaning

of aberration and corruption and decline as of sanity and

honesty and development. For finality is an immanent

intelligibility operating through the effective probability

•._.,_._.__._..
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of possibility. Effective probability makes no pretence to

provide an aseptic universe of chrome and plastic. Its trials

will outnumber far its successes, but the trials are no less

part of the program than the successes. Again, in human

affairs, finality does not undertake to run the world along

the lines of a kindergarten; it toes undertake to enlir-hten

men by allowing their actions to have their consequences that

by this cumulative heaping of evidence men may learn; and if

one tribe or culture, one nation or civilization, does not

learn, finality will not stoop to coaxinT and pleading; it

lets things cake their course that eventually tribes and nactcaes

m nations, cultures and civilizations, may reach the degree

of intelligent and rational consci::usness necessary to carry

forward the task of finality in transcending limitations.

1114/414. Eighthly, finality is nuanced. It is

not some sin-le simple-minded formula. It is as concrete,

as differentiated, as various, as are the multitudinous beings

of this world. Each has its limitations, its incompleteness,

its dynamic aspect, its tension, its t ' xust towards a fuller

future. Just as the notion of being underlies all other

contents, and penetrates them, and goes beyond them, so too

does finality underlie and penetrate and head beyond each

being that in fact is.

Ninthly, finality is flexible. There is the

routine process of the universe and throughout it the same

classical and statistical laws obtain. But routine process

is not a rule without exceptions. There also are changes of

state; throughout such chances the same classical laws obtain,

but statistical laws undergo modification. Nor are changes

of state without their sinificance, for they provide in the
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long run for the occurrence of emergent trends that begin from

one set of classical laws and end with the verifiability of

another. Again, the emergent trend is itself 2x flexible.

Just as the same lesson can be taught in different manners,

just as the same discovery can be made in different ways, so

too tie emergent process from potency to higher forms may

follow different routes. Of this the classical illustration

is H. Drieschts experiments with embryonic sea urchins for,

as he found, violent distortions of the early coarse of cell

division were compensated by later dsc atrtuxez and opposite

departures from normal development. Finally, as it seems,

there is the major flexibility that, ar ides when new coincidental

combinations provide the materials for new species and new

genera of hither systesmat izat ion.

	Vie have worked out a 344 w	 notion of finality

that attributes to the universe of proportionate being tip

a directed dynamism that parallels the heuristic structure

of inquiry and reflection. It is a view that squares with

e 	 sNi.ca-,t er \ttr-f%aul.a	 e .1^+

t	 cy c r• e`	 d iir	 pe en	 n^J., o ir^-

T	 .o-r r e sin d . iln f &to

our conception of metaphysics. For if we have appealed to

the three levels of our knowing to distinguish potency, form,

and act, if we have appealed to individuality and similarity

to distinguish central and con jug~ate forms, if we have appealed

to hiller viewpoints to set up explanatory genera and species,

if we have found in potency a principle of limitation, we also

must recognize in heuristic structure itself a clue to the

nature of the universe universe Vi4itelfidaproportionate to our capacities
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to know, At the root of all heuristic structure is the detached

and disinterested desire, and so at the root of universal process

we have affirmed a directed dynamism. The pure desire heads

for an objective that becomes known only trough its own

unfolding in understanding and jud :vent, and so the dynamism

of universal process is d:.rected, not to a rren orically, specifically,

or individually determinate coal, but to whatever becomes

J _ ► 	' • )r

determinate through the process itself in its effectively

probable realization of its possibilities. Finally, as our

notion of metaphysics involves not only a major premiss

affirming an isomorphism between knowing and known and a principal

minor premise affirming the structure of knowing but also

subsidiaty minor premisses supplied by empirical science and

common sense, so our affirmation of finality rests not

simply on an a priori parallel but on that parallel as supported

by vast rant es of fact. For our knowing might be much as it

is, though the universe were otherwise inert, static, finished,

complete, or dynamic but undirected, or dynamic tut and directed

by deductivist necessity, or dynamic and directed naturally

or artificially to some determi:iate goal. But the fact is

that this universe is not static but dynamic, not undirected

but directed, not deductivist nor inflexible but the effectively

probable realization of its own possibilities.

in foini, but in poeficy. For f ality is

o -ceney/as heading-" through rm to act end through rranifolds

f ,.aēt to high r forms an ii,cther ac' . it is

tt_e finality of potency for form and act tl	 makes	 uency,

form, and act constitute to a unity. On the other hand,
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There remains a final point. Is it poency or

form ur act that provides the objective 7round of finality?

The answer is not doubtful, if finality is the direction

immanent in the dynamism of'the real. For the real is dynamic

inasmuch as it is incomplete, inasmuch as it is less than it

can be. But act constitutes its achievement; form determines

what that achievement is; only in potency can one discern the

principle that refers determinate achievement to some indeter-

minate betterment.

^Q^,^^,i	 i e t^ C^ ^f ,1Zx i^LE ^ s ^ ^l:'tiTL 2 ^021^8 vJk- -ifn.iT.9

wear ^r^

It follows that potency is a tension of opposites.

As we have seen, it is the 'round of universal limitation; as

we have just adddd, it is the -round of the finality t!=at carries

proportionate being over beyond actual limitations. However,

this does not mean that potency is a contradictory notion,

for contradiction arises only when mutually exclusive predicates

are attributed to the same object tinder the same aspect.

In potency there are at least the two aspects of its proper

contribution to the constitution of proportionate being and,

on the other hand, its relation to the other contributions of

form and act. The proper con_tr -Ibation of potency is limitation.

But the relation of po  .,encv to the other contributions is a
a.^d

general indeterniinn te, yet dynamic and directed towards such

contributions. It is the indeterminacy of that directed

dynamism that makes po Deny the principle of the tendency

to transcend limitations.
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lastly, if we have explained what we mean

by finality, it may not be out of place to add that we

do not mean. In Chapter CIX the hues tion of

and final causality will be raised. But our

d-ettreVet concern is not vith such extrinsic

efficient

present

causes

but with the immanent constituents of proportionate

being. Accordingly, if any reader wishes the Aristotelian

parallel to our finality, he will find it not in
it

Aristotle ii /es nor in his rtAo3 but in his ,0v6, S,

For finality is not prircipium inotus in also incuantum 

aliud; it is not id cuius ra.tis; it is 3rincipiwn 

motus in eo in auo est.	 .
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6. The Notion of Development.

Because the notion of development is peculiarly

subject 144v0.4441, to the distorting influence of counter-positions,

our account of insight as activity made no attempt to discuss

the nature of rrenetic method. This omission has now to be

remedied and, perhaps, the simplest procedure will be to begin

by stating and illustrating the principles of development.

First, t, ore is the already familiar principle

of emergence. Otherw..se coincidental manifolds of lower con jurrate

acts invite the hi -her integration effected by hirther conju7a,,e

forms. Thus, in olir account of, explanatory r-enera, chemical

elements and compounds are higher i4aAvet, integrations of

otherwise coincidental manifolds of sub-atomic events; organisms

are higher integrations of otherwise coincidental manifolds of

chemical processes; sensitive consciousness is a hri,er integration

of otherwise coincidental mabifolds of changes in neural tissues;

and a.ccumulatinc'; insi- hts are hi -her integrations of otherwise

coincidental manifolds of images or of data.

Secondly, there is the principle of correspondence.

Significantly different un6erlying manifolds reau.ire different

higher integrations. Thus, the chemical elements differ by

atomic numbers and atomic weights, and these differences are

grounddd in the underlying manifold. Different agrcregates

of aggregates of chemical processes involve different organisms.

Neural events in the o;ticrluxxe eye and; in the ear call forth

different conscious experiences. Different data iadxE lead to

different theories. It is true, of course, that not every

difference in the underlying manifold demands a different

integration; the same kind of atom can have sub-atomic components
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at different energy levels; the same kind of organism admits

differences of size, shape, tiveieht; similarities of character

and temperament are compatible, probably enough, with neural

differences; and the same theory can he reached from different

data. Accordingly, the }rinc iple of correspondence enjoys a

measure of flexibility; ; ithin limits the same higher integration

will systematize differing ma. ifolds ; the _point to the principle

is that these limits exist and that to transgress them is to

eliminate the higher integration.

Thirdly, there is the principle of finality.

The underlying manifold is an upwardly but indeterminately

directed dynamism to:ards ever fuller realization of being.

Any actual realization will pertain to some determinate genus

and species, but this very determinacy is limitation, and

every limitation is to finality a barrier to he transcended.

There follows at once a distinction between

static and dynamic higher integrations. Every higher integration

systematizes an otherwise coincidental manifold, but the

systematization may be effected in two different manners.

Tt is static when it dominates the lower manifold with complete

success and thereby brings about a notable imeerviousness to

change. Thus, the inert cl:ases lock coincidental manifolds

of sub-atomic events in remarkably permanent routines. On the

other hand, the higher integration is dynamic when it is not

content to systematize the underlying manifold but keeps adding

to it and modifying it until, by the principle of correspondence,

the existing integration is eliminated and, by the principle

of emergence, a new integration is introduced.

Fourthly, then, there is the principle of

development itself. It is the linked sequence of dynamic higher
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integrations. An initial coincidental manifold is systematized

and modified by a higher integration so as to call forth a

second; the second leads to a third; the gird to a fourth;

and so on, until the possibilities of development along a

given line are exhausted and the relative stability of maturity

is reached,

'fferentiation. The in.'_tial interration in

e initial man' old may be said, perh^,;-;s, to , cor.ta,in virtually

potent ia .xJ.9 all the sub ēquent differ ces
i

y incrQā sing different at ion. If or,^pleases, one m say that

ater differences	 e contained .,en .tiall:y or vi • nally i.n
z

he initial ii0ē Mrat ion of t e initial man if . d. But the
i

oint we a,re making is
^

t actually the? are not there.

f one attends simp 	 to the facts qri the successive tage s

f Ja developinen then one is c ifron ted by a m̂ rG ment 	 from

h e generic towards the specific and one ip 'incline( to

say that an initial āntagati integration of a a_!feric nature

gradual l^r	 f	 b^ut,,^owx^e fend	 ^' iv idye.^„

Fifthly, the course of development is marked

by an incraasin; explanatory differentiation. The initial

integration in the initial manifold pertains to a determinate

genus and species; still, exclusive attention to the data

on the initial stage would yield little 1moledge and less

understanding of the relevant r7enus and species. ;:hat is

to be known by understanding, is what is yet to come, what

may be present virtually or potentially nut, as ,et, is not

present formally or actually. Accordingly, if one attends
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simply to the data on each successive stage of a development,

one finds that the initial integration can be understood only

in a generic fash .on, that subsequent integrations are incr asingly

specific intelligibilities, tat the s ecific in_tellir:ible

d±fforentiation of the ultimate stage attained is generated

in the process from the initial stage. Thus, initial single

cells of 4'!,f4 different or:ranisms admit material differences,

for example, in tLe number of chromosomes, but their functioning

does not exhibit differences that are com:mrable to the l9ter

differences in functioning. Again,

men of wig,.- ly different temperament and character began, as

infants, from instances of sensitive consc1ou4 that not only

were remarkably similar but also remarkably undifferentiated;

pcear.°tts.s	 '4 _,	 . C •.,,•

there were sensations but perceptiveness vas undeveloped;

there was nothing to remember and r ow ers of imar aination were

latent; affects were global affairs of zn elementary tTpes;

and skills were limited to railing. Finally, intellectual

development has its root in the detached and disinterested

desire to know; but the mere desire is not knowled o of

anything; it will lead to highky d iff - ren : iated structures
nn;ural

that are masteies of logic, a nathernatics,a	 science,

com:n_on sense, philosophy, and human science; but these

intelligible differentiations are T'et to come, and they come

only in and through the process of development.

Sixthly, the course of development is& capable

of a minor flexibility inn sm_uch as it can pyirsue the same

ultimate goal along different routes. In other words, the

initial manifold :ith its material differences, though it

can evoke no more than the initial integration, none the less
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suffices to determine what the ultimate goal is to b e. In virtue

-1 10 	I c	 -	 .	 _. _ -

't .t16.2 t (N 	e se e A-e s

of this de termination, the cc-arse of development can yield to

circumstances and so follow any of a set of alternative linked

se,uences. Thus, a normal sea urchin can result from an embryo

subjected to distorting pressures; psychic health can be due to

tettlft untutored spontaneity or to the ministrations of the

psychiatrist; the same science can be taut successfully in

accord with different methods, and the same discovery can be

made in different manners.

Seventhly, the course of development is ca -)able

of a major flexibility that consists in a shift or modification

of the ultimate objective. In biology this is the familiar fact

of adaptation; in depth psycholory it may be illustrated by

sublimation; in corn i tional activity it appears in the manner

in which inquirers, often enough, begin from one problem only

to find themselves by - the logic of issues forced to en' are in

the solution of another.

Major flexibility appears to conflict with

minor flexibility, for the former involves a shift in the

objective while the latter rests on the fixity of the objective.

However, this difference is merely descriptive. In minor

flexibility there is at work the determination of the development

that rests on the initial manifold. This determination exhibits

potency as the ground of. limitation.mnd But potency is also

the ground of finality, and from this viewpoint it heads to

ever fuller realizations. Moreover, a 1z^ 'her integration is

characterized only partially by its sztstemativation of an
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underlying manifold; on an adequate account, it is the emergence

of a solution to the compound problem of systematizing a

coincidental manifold in a given milieu or context; and this

solution consists in a set of conjuTate forms that are related

not only to one another within the integration but also to

other instances of the same gape out si•=e the integration.

In the light of the fore!ro:ing considerations,

a development may be defined as a flexible, linked sequence

of̂ increasingly differentiated hi he r inter-rations that meet
successively transformed

the tension of/underlying; manifolds thro .rh successive applications

of the principles of correspondence and emergence. Ho wever,

lest this prove a mere jumble of words, let us add to the

illustration of parts of the definition a few illustrations of the

whole.

As there are stable chemical elements, that

block the road to development, so too t : - ere are unstable

elements that easily form comnounds. The compounds in turn

may be more or less unstable, and vast ar-negates of them

provide a coincidental manifold of processes that in the cell

is made systematic. The cell, however, sets up not a static

but a dynal_ic integration. It is ever intussuscepting fresh

materials and extruding others that have served ;he•ir purpose.

Nor is it content merely to maintain the balance of this

process, but heads	 towards the duplication of

its dynamic pate _ rn, and then it divides. Such a division

may be an instance of rewroduction or of growth. In the former

case, tnore is the multiplication of life in different instances.

In the latter case, there is development. Hither integration

is on the move, for growth is not merely an increase in bulk

but also an increase in differentiation; the initial manifold
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is subjected progressively to ever more intricate arrangements

and patterns; the principle of correspondence repeated orces

out earlier integrations and, on each occasion, the •rin_ciple

of emergence evokes a more definitely differentiated integration.

Eventually, full intelligible differenation is reached, and

development yields place to maturity. Inasmuch as the goal

of the genetic sequence is fixed by the initial ma:.ifold, only

oaks from acnrmxg acorns gram. But in large numbers of instances

and over lonst, periods of time, there is an effective probability

of different initial manifolds and so of diverse p objectives

234m for genetic sequences. However, the attainment of such

objectives is conditioned by the prior existence of a suitable

environment, and inversely environaents change cumulatively

with the addition of each new type of oriranism. There follows

a problem of the environment to be solved by a phyloaeinetic

sequence of diff  : rent or-an isms_ th	 ' e 	 rb'l'A`b h
,

ironment	 nc, at ie same time,

c Ons''1.tut inF;	 n.ch tha each e

in the rudi^:,ary e^ronrcen,t' and,
  ^ 

t'ie	 , :

such that each earlier member both can survive in
can

a less developed and/contribute to a more develoed environment.

In turn, this solution supr_os es the possibility of ma for

flexibility, for each earlier member l ias}to emerge in one

kind of environment yet, if it is to survive, must be able to

adapt successively to uhe cumulative chances produced by

later arrivals. Finally, there is to be reached a partial

transcendence of environment in the animal that develops in

the shelter of the eggm or womb, that enjoys parental care,

that can move about from one place to another, that is equipped

vUai.inud: i?ae-ritaar4j

mber w

the s5m time, c: eate
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to outwit or to conquer foes.

As there is organic, so also there is Psychic

development. As the organism in its growth has to assemble

and arrange its multitudinous cells, so the animal in its

development has to include the genesis and ratl:erned c' ' istribution

of neural tissues. As the differ entiation of material or reans

grounds a sequence of interrratioris of intellirrible or'anic

functions, so neural differentiation and structure provides

a material basis for a sequence of increasingly complex forms

of sensitive consciousness. As it is not in the plant but

in the animal t..at the full potentialities of orrranic diversity

are realized, so it is not In the animal but in man that the

full potentialities of a richly diverse and hic'hly integrated

sensitive consci .usness are attained.
se ems to be

In the sir.^;1e cell t ? i.ere hi the irritability

that in a generic and hirrhly rudimentaly fashion foreshadows

the later sensitivity of touch. But it is a potentiality

that the plant ne glects and the animal exploits. Moreover,

such exploitation moves in two different directions. The

multiplication of narticularized nerve endings rrrounds a

possibility of increasingly differentiated sensible impressions

and sensitively guided components of movements. The mounting

hierarchy of nerve centers grounds the possibility of ever

more notable integrations of impressions and ever more diversified

coordinations of resrionse. lithout the rods and cones there

is no seeing. .dithout the brain thole is no center on which

external influences converge and there is no base from which

integrated responses emanate. The two types of development

are complementary, and if animals surpass man in keenness of
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J - c ti, _	 ^ . ..-	 ,	 •	 - 	 '^ 	•

d in e:sperLienta	 rrovo'_ 	 and tabnlat instances

sense or aility of movement, man surpasses them in powers of

integration.

However, neural development .: Merely supplies the

underlying manifold for psychic development. The latter is

conditioned b,' the former but it consists, not in neural tissues

nor in neural configurations nor in neural events, but in a

sequence of increasingly differentiated and interrated 	 :i'zrenas-s

Ao 'r.	 sets of capacities for percentiveness, for a-r"ressive

or affective response, for memory. for ilar-inative ;wrx4.

projects, and for skilfully and economically executed r ,erfor lance.

s emphasized by the :('ference etween t;_e normal	 e of

single psychi inte7ra.tim and the ahr' r ialit ,- of multiple

.^.̂3 ii; i7e	 something

unicellular living; •rms. The

in animals lxth

of the yo rng and of

in, in e effects of rainingof the mature and,

sonalit • wh:ich seem ,o repeat
b7r divis . .:n

simi to the rer. oduction/o

:evelop:lent- o' the cr pac' cies may be witness

t e d' ferences between the

the s

, a

Lox-fling. But because animal conscir.,...ness is tends to be

d minatet/by biolo gy ical pu .rpos - , its}ieveloo ,nent is and o be

^1^Ēi^° V a1 11 Pi	 cL	 ^.,... 1'_-^.1.-vn6d.f3.tZU11,^

dhile the ca : aci ties have a basis in some neural counterp? rt

of association, still the .sip distinction between the two

is emphasized by the difference between the normal single

integration of capacitiies and the abnormality of multiple

personality in which a single	 exhibits at different

times quite different integrations of different perceptive,
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associative, emotive, conative, and operative

characteristics. Just as the single cell is so integrated as

to head towards a duplication of its dynamic pattern and a

consequent division, so in a fashion that is not altonether

different the hir'her	 er•ration of sensit ive conscio'zsness

can so interact with its neural basis as to generate different

and incompatible integrations.

Perhaps because animal consciousness is dominated

by biological purpose, its development is more conspicuous

in a cem , arison of different animals than in contrasts between
ruts

the behavior of the young and the matur. e e, of the same species,

in the effects of training, and in the experimentally provoked

and charted is:lining instances of learning. In any case it is

in man that there are to be observed the greatest diversities

of perceptiveness, of imaginative pov: er, of ins nuanced affects,

and of acquired skills. The generic consciousness of the infant

becoaes differentiated in the process of sensitive living a .t

home, in school, at work, and the traditional laws of the

development are the pow..r of example and the maxim that practice

makes perfect.

However, the relatively recent science of depth

psychology has thrown a great deal of light upon the subject,

and it hardly will be amiss to indicate that our definition of

development servos to supply a sine?le entity scheme that unites

otherwise unrelated principles. Thus, the notion of finality
,l u & ,oamv..44t

brings torother Freud's wish fulfilment 
/A

94t4 sublimation, and

Jung's archetypal symbols. The unconscious neural basis

neither means nor wishes in the oroner senses of those terms,

for both meaning and wishing are conscious activities. But

the unconsci o us neural basis is an upwardly directed dynamism
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seeking fuller realization, first, on the proximate sensitive

level and, secondly, beyond its limitations on higher artistic,

dramatic, px philosophic, cultural, and roliriou.s levels.

Hence it is that insight into dream symbols and associated

images and affects reveals to the psychologist a grasp of the

anticipations and virtualities of hi p°her activitives immanent

in the underlying unconscious manifold,

/dory 4'

anticipates r its final y, refl	 by its subo	 nation,

nd ca catures by its obses^ ire togootp.kos a-fid exnansiv/

dencies the judrments o 	 . _	 - b.e
IF

A similar
	
nornenon on a d;-fferent

level is offered by Freud's super-ego it is a compound of

preceptive symbols and submissive affects: by its finality

it anticipates, by its subordination it reflects, by its

obsessive and expansive tendencies it caricatares, the

judgments of rational consciousness on the conduct of a

rational being. Main, the censor is neither an agent nor

an activity but simply a law or rule of the inter-relations

between successive ieic$ levels of integration; the constructive

censorship is the admission into consciousness of elements

that enter into the hi ,ther integration; t .e rermessive censorship

is the exclusion from consciousness of elements that the

higher in;er°ration cannot assimilate; the analyst that attempts

a retrospective education of his patient is engaged in enlarging

potentialities for integration; and the resistance offered by

the patient is a by-product of the hir'zer integration putting

its own twist on what it can assimilate and circumventing

Witaeglet, what it cannot.
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Finally, there are three general principles

relevant to the possibility of Freud's embryology of sensitive

sexual Phenomena viith their successive stages and their

consequent dangers of arrested development, perversion, and

retrogression. The first principle is that a developing

integration moves from the rreneric to the specific. The second

is that integration cannot precede the unfolding of its

underlying manifold; just as the ass accumulation of insights

follows the successive presentations of relevant data, so

psychic inte •ration hn s to follow the stages of development
fiomosei-,A^1 organic and neural basis.

of the twAy3rolor-11*Rwigtkelaklb. The third principle is t-.at, so

to speak, the :'errees of freedom of the sensitive integration

decrease as one moves from the hi(hest nerve centers towards

the particularized nerve endings: hence one can imagine as

one pleases bat one cannot both be normal and see as one pleases.

It follows that the psychic side of sexual development will be

from the generic to the specific, that it will divide into

meet
sensitive 1.111;e .rations hn oire to i I.A4iee increasingly determinate

neural demands, and that to moot t. e 	 de _ands they must

imitate, not the artist or mathematician or philosou)her

following out the logic of previous positions, but the scientist

or man of common sense attending, principally to ever larger

fields of quite determinate data.
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The principal illustration of the notion of

development is, of course, human intelligence. An otherwise

coincidental manifold of data or images are integrated by

insijhts; the effort to formulP .ee s'rstematically what is grasped

by insight or, alternatively, the effort to act upon it g .ves

rise to further questions, directs attention to furthers data,

leadsia to the emergence of further insir.hts, end so the cycle

of development begins another turn. For if one gives free

rein to the detached and disinterested desire to know, further

questions keep arising. Insights accumu .l'. to into viewpoints,

and lower viewpoints yield to hi -herer viewpoints. If ima-es

are the sole basis of the movement, there develops logic;

if images serially related to facts form the basis, the development

is mathematical; if data in their bearinm on human living

determine the circle, t;lere develops common sense; if data in

their relations to one another are one's concern, there

develops empirical science; finally, if one attends to the

circle of development itself and to the structure of what

can be known of proportionate being, the development is

philosophic. In each of t hese fields, as in organic growth

and in the unfolding of the psyche, development is a flexible,
dynamic and

linked sequence of/increesinrrly differentiated hirher integrations

teat meet the tension of successively transformed underlying

manifolds through successive applications of the principles of

correspondence and of emergence.
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7.	 Genetic Method.

In our study of insi,r;ht as activity, we were

able to indicate the heuristic structures and procedures of

classical and of statistical method. But while we employed

genetic method in outlining the development of mathematics,

of natural science, and of come-on sense, still we were forced

to refrain from explaining what Precisely we were doing. To

remedy this defect, to reveal the heuristic significance of

the notion of development, and to prepare our statement of

the integral heuristic structure that we have named metaphysics,

attention must now be directed to genetic method. First, we

shall offer our own account of the matter; secondly, we shall

clarify this account by contrastin7 it with other views.

As classical method anticipates an unspecified

correlation to be specified, an indeterminate function to be

determined, so genetic method finds its heuristic notion in

development. In the plant there is the sinnle development of

the organism; in the animal there is the twofold development

of the organism and the psyche; in man there is the threefold

development of the organism, the psyche, and intelligence.

Let us make this general statement more precise by recasting

it in our metaphysical terms.

7.• Centime /*	 rs .then.,	
; .ma isj‘sfrid‘aciciii

First, then, in any plant, animal, or man, tr:ere

is to be affirmed an individual, existing unity. By central

potency it is individual; by central form it is a unity, identity,

whole; by central act it le; is existent.

Secondly, besides central potency, form, and

act, there are conjugate potencies,f forms, and acts. Eoreover,
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the central po -,,ency, form, and act are constants throur;hout

the development; it is the same individual and existing unity

that develops organically, psychically, intellectually; and so

development is to be formulated in terms 61► of conjugate potency,

form, and act.

Thirdly, conjugate acts are occurrences, events,

functioning. Such are the organic acts of intussusception,

assimilation, excretion, the psychic acts of perception,

conation, response, the intellectual acts of insi•-ht and

formulation, reflective understanding and judgient. Further,

such acts are recurrent and their recurrence exhibits a regularity

that establishes the relevance of schemes of recurrence. But

the regularity in question lacks the fixed and rinid periodicity

of the planetary system and, indeed, if the functioning of the

organism, the psyche, or intelli '-ence is to be understood, one

must think not of some single d6 scheme of recurrence but

rather of a flexible circle of ranges of schemes. For the same

organism, the same psychic habits and Dispositions, the same

intellectual development result inn 	fferent operations

under different conditions and in accord with different

circumstances.

Fourthly, conjugate forms are implicitly defined

by empirically established explanatory correlations. Now just

as the conjugate form, mass, was reached by Newton inasmuch
1

as he reducedA 	 planetary is scheme ofKopleT to his abstract

laws of motion and gravitation, so also the conjugate forms

of the organism, the psychs, and intelli ;'ence are to be

discovered by proceeding from the schemes of organic, psychic,.

and intellectual recurrence to the underlying correlations.
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In both cases one first discerns a regularity of events and then •

advances to the abstract relation that 1) is verified in the

events, 2) implicitly defines the explanrtory specification of

the events, and 3) fixes by their relations to one another the

conjugate forms. Inversely, once correlations are known, it is

possible to work out lists of possible schemes of recurrence;

from Newton's laws one can proceed to Laplace's account of

planetary periodicity; from an unc rstanding of the organism

one can conclude to its behavior un 'er 7iven circumstances;

from a synthetic account of insight one can set up the procedures

of the natiabtl, mathematician, the natural scientist, and the

man of common sense.

Fifthly, the foregoing parallel is highly abstract.

It rests on the connection between formulation and judgment,

law and event, con jur;ate form and conjugate act. But far more

caaspicuousAtbA4 the parallel, there are the differences between

physics and, on the other hand, biology, psychology, and intellectual

theory. regular phytexi physical events axe apt to immix recur

in some single, determinate scheme. But organic, psychic, and

intellectual events are recurrent, not in sin7le schemes, but

in flexible circles of ranges of schemes. For is this all.

There is the fact of development. In the course of time the

con ju;:ate forms advance from a generic indeterminacy towards

a specific perfection. Concomitantly the flexible circle of

schemes of recurrence both shifts and expands. Operations

that initially were impossible or extremely awkward and inefficient

become possible, spontaneous, economical, rapid, and. effective.

Masses and electtic charges, atoms and molecules, are statically

systematic; their performance is not a function of their age;
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there is not a id different lava of 7ravitation for each succeeding

century. In contrast, organic, psychic, and intellectual develop-

ment involves a succession of stages; and in that succession

the previously impossible beconiesp possible and the previously

awkward and difficult becomes a ready routine. The infant can

neithdr walk or talk, and once we all were infants. Hence,

where the physicist or chemist is out to determine single sets

of conjugate forms and consequent schemes of recurrence, the

biologist or	 Sol psycholo ist or intellectual theorist is

out to determine genetic sequences GC con jurgeto forms and

consequent sequences of flexible circles of schemes of recurrence.

Sixthly, there follows the outstanding difference

between classical and genetic method. Classical method is

concerned to reduce re;ular events to laws. Genetic method

is concerned with sequences in which correlations and regularities

such determination is dated; it 2ertains to the` organi's`m, th

(syche, the inte lli,7ence, not thrDocTt.o:-a/he w11ra'1 e of it

l,istence, b5t- only at 	 given sts ;e of •	 developm

o genetic method ,Yias its pia-incipla principal goal,

here accumulations of dated determinations, but ` -in coming t

s n he- s c e s-s ioor ; - t- s e(, 4tezce ; .ē. e- apme t fit"

change. Accordingly, the principal object of genetic method

is to master the sequence itself, to understand the development

and thereby to proceed from the correlations and regularities

of one stage to those of the next, If a mathematical illustration

is helpful and not too much out of place, one might say that

genetic method is concerned with a sequence of operators that

successively ge4let generate further functions from an initial

function.
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Seventhly, as the heuristic assumption of classical

method is the indeterminate function to be determined, so the

heuristic assumption of genetic method lies in the notion of

development. Again, as classical method determines its functions

both by the particular procedures of measuring and curve-fitting

and by the general procedures of invoking° differential equations

and principles of invariance and equivalence, so also genetic

method deterTiine s the course of a development by the scissors-

like action of both NartL cular and general 7r ocedures.

The general procedures are implicit in the

notion of development itself. As has been mentioned already,

a development is from generic indeterminacy towards specific

perfection. Because of the initial generic indeterminacy,

all organic functioning increases in similarity as one mounts

to its early stages. Inversely, beca ise of the increasing

specific perfection, psychic development is a matter of

character becoming set, temperament fixed, skills acquired

and perfected. Both the acorn and the oak are alive; both

the infant and the adult perceive and respond; but there
the

are vast 1df2 differences between the earlier and/later living

and perceiving, and the differences consist in transitions from

generic potentiality to specific determination.

Besides this general direction of development,

there also is its general mode of oneration. The se quence

of conjugaue forms is a sequence of higher integrations of

otherwise coincidental lower manifolds of events. This

sequence is intelligible inasmuch MA as each successive

higher integration modifies the lower manifold it systematizes

so as to call forth the next higher integration in the sequence.
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Thus, if the lower manifold of events may be identified with

conjugate potency, the mode of operation of development is

a circular inter-action of potency, form, and act. In the

coincidental manifold there emerges corresponding conjugate

forms; in accord with the conjugate forms there recur operations

in accord with the flexible circle of ranges of schemes made

possible and effective by the forms; from the operations there

result, not only the higher systematization of the lover manifold,

but also its transformation into the materials fort he next

higher integration in the sequence.

Besides the general direction of development

and its general mode of operation, ti .ere is the third general

consideration of the field in which it occurs. In metaphysical

terms, this field may be described as the finality, the upwardly

directed dynamism, of proportionate being. But in terms of

the implications of scientific method, the field may be described
more precisely
/as a generalized emergent probability. It is emergent probability

that supplies the initial coincidental manifolds of events in

which the higher conjugate forms emerge. It is Jam emergent

probability that provides the compound condition ,rd series of

things and schemes of recurrence s:ich that the developing

® organism or psyche or intellirrence will have an environment

in which it can function successfully. It is with respect

to this field of emergent pr obability that

the genetic sequence enjoys a twofold flexibility, a minor

flexibility tr:at reaches the same goal along different routes,

and a major flexibility that shifts the goal in adaptation

to environmental change. Not only do conjugate forms emerge

in coincidental manifolds of lower events; not only do flexible

circles of schemes of recurrence result from the conjugate
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forms; but also operations in accord with the schemes 1) are

linked with occurrences 04dt444vIdttm outside the organism, the

psyche, the intelligence, 2) effect the hither systematizzation

of the lower chemical, neural, or psychic manifold, and 3) so

transform the lower manifold as to evoke the emergence of the

next conjugate forms that will yield new schemes that will

enable the developing subject to function in its environment

• two towards still further development.

Besides the foregoing determinations of develop-

ment in general, there are the special characteristics of the

A twofold development in the animal and the threefold development

in man. The physicist cannot reach lawsn of nature by considering

only differential equations and principles of invariance and

equivalance; he must also invoke the more concrete techniques

of measuring and curve—fitting. Similarly, the biologist,

the psychologist, and the intellectual theorist have to operate

not only in the light of a general notion of development but

also in accord with more specialized directives.

In this connection our first observation must be

negative. The extraordinary success of the physical sciences

naturally enough led investigators of the organism, the psyche,

and intelligence to a servile rather than an intellinent adoption
aL

of the p ocedures. In physics and chemistry measuring inxa

is a basic technique that takes inquiry from the relations of

things to our senses to their relations to one another. But
0

when one mounts to the higher integrations of the organism,

the psyche, and intelligence, one finds that measuring loses

both in significance and in efficacy. It loses in significance,

for the higher integration is, within limits, independent of

the exact quantities of the lower manifold it systematizes.

0 J
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Moreover, the higher the integration, the Treater the independence

of lower quantities, so that the meaning of one's dreams is

not a function of one's weight, and one's ability in mathematics

does not vary with one's height. Besides this loss in e

significance, there is also a loss in efficacy. Classical

method can select among the functions that solve differential

equations by appealing to measurements and empirically established

curves. what the differential equation is to classical method,

the general notion of development is to genetic method. But

while the differential equation is mathematical, the general

notion of development is not. It follows that while measurement

is an efficacious technique for finding boundary conditions

that l restrict differential &tromi equations, it 13,possesses
assignable

no/efficacy when it comes to particularizing the general notion

of development.

How, then, is a concrete instance of development

to be investigated? One has to follow the lead of the successful

scientists, the physicists and chemists, but one has to imitate

them not slavishly but intelli^ently. They employ insiaghts

of a particular type, namely, the insihts of the mathematicians

and of the curve-fitter grasping in an aggregate of measurements

a possible law. The student of development also must employ

insight, but he must not restrict himself to the particular

types relevant to physics and chemistry. On the contrary,

he has to work out his own structures of accumulating insights

and, indeed, different structures for the study of the

organism, the psyche, and intelligence itself.

Study of an organism begins from the thing-for-us,

from the organism as exhibited to our senses. A first step is

a descriptive differentiation of different parts and, since

J
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most of the parts are inside, this descriptive preliminary
or

necessitates dissection #91 anatomy. A second step consists

in the accumulation of insights that relate the described parts

to organic events, occurrences, operations. By these insights,

the parts become known as organs, and the further kno.:ledge,

constituted by the insists, is a grasp of intelligibilities

that 1) are imm=inent in theta several parts, 2) refer each

part to what it can do and, under determinable conditions, will do,

and 3) relate the capacity-for-performance of each part to the

capacities-for-performance of the other Parts. So physiology

follows on anatomy. A third step is to effect the transition

from the thing-for-us to the thin:;-itself, from insights that

grasp described parts as organs to insights that grasp conjugate

forms systematizing otherwise coincidental manifolds of chemical

and physical processes. By this transition one links physiology

c-heer ry	 r lAsIP si-c	 a— 1"a" 	 rr
hot only must onel acquire

^	
/

awtonacs i vnotA 	 the ne	 knowledge of physics

nd the . try ,g4/0 V' andelconsenuent , rabboli ā ags.s-

with biochemistry and biophysics. To this end, there have to

be invented 815appropriate symbolic images of the relevant

chemical and phi; s ical processes; in these images there have

to be grasped by insight , the laws of the hir -her system that

accounts
...)

 for red; ilarities beyond the ran-e of physical and

chemical explanation; from these laws there have to be constructed

the flexible circles of schemes of recurrence in which the

organism functions; finally, this flexible circle of schemes

must be coincident with the related set of capacities-for-

performance that (initta-1 was grasped in sensibly presented
I,

organs.
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The foregoing three steps of anatomy, physiology,

and their transposition to the thine;-itself reveal one aspect

of the organism as hi-her system in an underlying manifold of

cells, chemical pc' ocesses, and physical changes. Let us name

that aspect the hi -her system as integrator. The higher system

itself is the set of con juace forms. As integrator, this

set is related 1) to inspected organs as the set of functions

grasped by the physiologist in sensible data, 2) to the

physical, chemical, and cytolo-ical manifold as the conjugates

implicitly defineddefined by the correlations that acc o-nt for regularities

in the otherwise coincidental manifold, and 3) to immanent and

transient activities of the organism in its environment as

the ground of the flexible circle of ranges of schemes of

recurrence. However, the organism Prows and develops. Its

higher system at any sta 7e of development not only is an

integrator but also an operator, that is, it so integrates

the underlying manifold as to call forth, by the principles

of correspondence and emergence, its own replacement by a

more specific and effective integrator.

The difference between the higher system as

integrator and as operator may be illustrated rather simply.

There is a well-known inter-locking of organic parts that enables

the biologist to reconstruct an orgarisrn by examining, say, its

bones. Now this simultaneous inter-locking of parts rests

on the higher system as integrator: the conjugate forms are

related to one another but also are erier:-ent ire organic parts;

it follows that the parts are related to one another and that

through those relations the whole can be reconstructed from

the part. But besides the simultaneous inter-Locking, there

also is a successive inter-locking. Just as the dinosaur can

'^..-^.:-:r►..
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be reconstructed from the fossil, so a determinate stage in the

development of the whole can be made the basis from which earlier

or later stages could be reconstructed; and in this reconstruction

over time the major premiss of the inference is su-' _lied by

the higher system as operator.

'chat is the operator? Obviously, I am not

referring to a mathematical entity, though there is an extremely

important point to the mathematical analogy. For a mathematical

operator changes one function into another; the hither system

as integrator corresponds to a set of conjugate forms, of

laws of the classical type, of alternative ranges of schemes

of recurrence; and the hiller system as operator effects the

transition from one alik set of forms, laws, schemes to another

set. Accordingly, while development may xII be extremely

regular, such regularity is not to 'be confused with the g

regularityity that conforms to classical law; it is the higher

regularity of the emergent trend that successively conforms

to different sets of classical laws.

Still, what is the operator? In the general

case it is the upwardly directed dynamism of proportionate

being that we have named finality. It is conditioned by

instability in the underlying manifold, by incompleteness

in the higher integration, by imr -'erfection in the correspondence

between the two. It is constituted inasmuch as the higher system

not merely suffers but provokes the underlying instability,

inasmuch as the incompleteness of the higher system consists

in a 8e3910-m generic, rudimentary, undifferentiated character

that can become differentiated, effective, specific, inasmuch

as the imperfection of the correspondence is, so - to speak,

under control and moving towards a limit where the principles
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of correspondence and emergence result in the replacement of

the prior integration by a more developed successor, inasmuch

as such operators form flexible series along which the

organism advances from the generic functioning of the 01

initial cell to the flexible circle of ranges of schemes of

the mature type.

How is the operator studied? All learning is

a matter of data and insight, hypothesis and 2 verification.

The difficulty in studying the operator lies in the complexity

of its data. We have outlined the procedure 1) of inspecting

and describing the dissected parts of an organism, 2) of grasping

functions or capacities-to-perform in the parts, 3) of inter-

relating these functions with one another to determine the

flexible circle of ranges of schemes of recurrence, and 4) of

replacing the inspected colonies of cells (organs) by their

underlying physical and chemical manifolds. Now this procedure

can be duplicated with respect to successive stages in the

development of the same organism, and the juxtaposition of

the twofold set of results illustrates the aasaita meaning

-r tār^c e- 	tam ,-^c em*;a 3^ 3i v^.,tala 'ia1 c^.:}y—, -aempa. rat-i-v s

.	 le	 "c ag a	 vla -1311 	r1s^i2^e--a-94—b`iae-h s t -t

of comparative study. One compares 	 t'3 successive stages

of organs, successive capacities of successive organs, successive

integrations of capacities, successive physical and chemical

manifolds. One goes on to contrast normal and abnormal

successions, to note similarities and differences INxcl222a rent

of successions in different sub-species and species, to form

an account of the various economies in which some parts

develop before others, some are :°ermanent and others transitional,

some advance at one rate and others at another. The totality

0
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of such information constitutes the data on the operator.

The second step is to understand the data. Now understanding

is sought methodically through a heuristic structure, and the

relevant heuristic structure is, Specify the operator. In general,

daps development is hi ;her system on the move. The operator

is the the hiE.her system known 13-  rasping the inter-related

set of capacities-to-perform; but it is this inter-related

set, not as the inuogrator of a riven stage, but as the source

of the differences tilat appear in the next stage. But just how

is it the source of the concrete differences revealed in

comparative study? That question asks for the specification

of the operator. It is the question in genetic method that

parallels the classical question, Hoy does one determine the

indeterminate function?

The matter may be clarified by an illustration.

There seems to be a general principle of development that is

named the lay of effect. It contends that development takes

place along lines of successful functioning. Thus, a tree in

a forest puts forth branches and leaves not to its sides but

at its top. Now such a principle spemifies offers a specification

of the operator. For the operator is the higher system on the

move. The higher system is the ground of the flexible circle

of schemes of recurrence in which the organism functions.

Ibm The law of effect states tile that the ground of functioning

menum advances to a new ground of functioning where functioning

occurs successfully. Clearly, thourt this specification of

the operator Is extremely general, it offers some determination

of the direction of development. Its anplicauion to concrete

instances may not only confirm it but also give rise to further

questions. The f urtner questions will lead to further insights

o_ )
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C

and so to still further questions. In this fashion, one's

understanding of the operator itss1 begins to be an instance
in the development of

of higher system on the move tbAdevtotlx scientific knowledge

of development.
7.$ 2,44/44, -

'essentially she same heuristic structure is

applicable to the study of the psyche and of intelligence.

But now we are confronted with twofold and threefold developments.

In the animal there is psychic development supervening upon

organic development. In man there is intellectual development

supervening upon psychic and psychic supervening upon organic.

Moreover, there is an important difference in the accessibility

of data. In the organism both the underlying manifold and the

higher system are unconscious. In intellectual development

both the underlying manifold of sensible presentations and

the higher system of insights and formulations are conscLus.

In psychic development the underlying neural manifold is

unconscious and the supervening hir-her system is conscious.

Finally, the hither the level of integration, the greater

the freedom from material limitation, the more dominant the

dynamic and expansive aspect of the operator, the more significant

the laws of development itself, and conser uently the fuller the

development not only on the higher level but also on subordinate

levels. Thus, organic differentiation reaches its maximum

in animals, and psychic differentiation reaches its maximum

in man.

The proximate underlying manifold of psychic

development is consists in the events and processes of the

nervous system. This system involves a central core with

afferent and 2 b branches. It is at once both a part

of the organism and the seat of the manifold of events that

0 7
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conscious
have their higher inuegration in/rerceptions and coordinated

responses. Psychic development is that hither integration on
different

the move, and the movement is in two Sppes4te but complementary

directions. What may be named the lateral movement is an

increasing differentiation of the sychic events in correspondence

with particular afferent and 	 nerves. Vihat may be nailed

the verttical movement is an increasing proficiency in integrated

perception and in appropriate and coordinated response. The

lateral movement has its limit set by the multiplicity and

diversity of nerve endings. The vertical movement has ins limit

set 1) by the opera -clonally si^nificant set of combinations of

different nerve endings and 2) by the existence of hi rher neural

centers at which such combinations can be integrated or coordinated.

The study of animal behavior, of stimulus and

reponse, would reveal at any stage of developrient a flexible

circle of ranges of schemes of recurrence. Implicit in such

a *le of schemes, there would be correlations of the classical

type. Implicit in such correlations, there would be the conjugate

forms that 1) account for habitual perceptiveness of determinate
aggressive and affective

types and habitual modes of/response and 2) would seem to be

emergent in underlying neural configurations or dispositions

as insights are emergent in images and functions in organs.

Mile such study would reveal the hi ,her system as integrator

at any given stage of development, comparative study of

successive stages, of normal and abnormal successions, of

similarities and differences of Maio, successions in different

sub-species, species, and genera, and of the general economy

of increasing psychic differentiation, would provide the materials

to be understood in grasping the nature of the higher system

as operator.

o-, 
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With the development of intelligence, the reader

already possesses some familiarity. The laNer otherwise coin-

cidental :manifold is provided by sensible presentations and

imaginative representations. In accord with the principle

of̂  av-taas as .6 insights emerge to unify and correlate elements

in the sensible flow, to ground the formulation of such uni-

fications and corrālations in concepts, thoughts, suppositions,

considerations, definitions, postulates, hypotheses, theories,

and through such conceptual constructions, or their deductive

expansions, or their concrete implementation, to give rise

sooner or later to further questions. Clearly,

q46-ettibs\--Day's^: ✓̂ ^.	 : ^i . • .t")e 	„ vz' as the conceptual

construction is the formulated hi-her system as integrator,

so the emergence of the further question effects its transition

into the operator. For further questions lead to further

insights only to raise still further questions. So insights

accumulate Into viewpoints, and lower viewpoints leads to higher

viewpoints. Such is the circle of the development of under-

standing, and it occurs in the different departments of logic,

mathematics, science, con,ston sense, and philosophy, according

to differences in the route of the circle.

Two peculiarities of intellectual development

call for attention. On the one hand, there is its exceptional

freedom from limitation. The higher  system of the organism

or of the psyche develops in an underlying material manifold

of physical, chemical, cytological events that are subject to

their own proper laws. The higher system of intelligence

develops not in a material manifold but in the psychic representation

of material manifolds. Hence, the higher system of intellectual
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development is, the higher integration, not of the man in whom

the development occurs, but of the universe that he inspects.

Further, along with this freedom from material limitation,

intellectual development has an exceptional principle of

control. The orr .anism or the psyche justifies the higher system

it becomes by its pragmatic success. While the pragmatic

criterion is employed by intellirence as well, still its

availability commonly is confined to the short run and to

superficial issues. The proper criterion of intelligence
for

lies in its own capacity 0 critical reflection, for grasping
the unconditioned, for determining the norms of investi^ations

that are headed towards the unconditioned and therefore probable.
7. 4 4 Ī It remains that a word be said on total develop-

ment in man. Organic, psychic, and int-:llectu.al development

are not three independent processes. They are inter-locked

with the in t ellectual providing; a hir-her integration of the

psychic, and the psychic m ovining a hi-her in_te rration of

the organic. Each level involves its own laws, its flexible

circle of schemes of recurrence, its inter-related set of

conjugate forms. Each set of forms s stands in an emergent

correspondence to otherwise coincidental m nifolds on the

lo.er levels. Hence a single human action can involve a

series of components, physical, chemical, organic, neural,

psychic, and intellectual, and the several components occur

in accord with the laws and realized schemes of their

appropriate levels. however, while physical and chemical

laws are static, 	, correlat ions

pertains to systems on the move and, quite obviously, there

tkesxtlt ēVA . • • i . e v o	 : ē  	 - 
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results the problem of formulating the heuristic structure

of the investigation of this triply compounded development.

What the existentialist discov-rs and talks about, what the

ascetic attempts to achieve in himself, what the psychiatrist

endeavors to 2or foster in another, what the pgrycholofist

aims at understanding completely, the metaphysician outlines

in heuristic cate gories.

First, then, at any stage of his development,

a man is an individual, existing unity differentiated by

physical, chemical, organic, psychic, and intellectual/conjugates.

The organic, psychic, and intellectual conju^atex forms ground

respective flexible circles of ranges of schemes of recurrence

that are revealed in the man's bWkW-242. spontaneous and

effective behavior, in his bodily movements, in his dealings

with persons and things, in Lhe content of his speech and

writing. Moreover, if one turns from o'itward behavior to

inner axpxx experience, one finds that it shifts into quite

different patterns as one enrages in different types of

activity; absorption in intellectual issues tends to eliminate

sensitive emotions and conations and, inversely, mystical

absoption tends to eliminate the flow of sensitive r.resentations

and imaginative re,resentations; again, aesthetic experience

and the pa.utern of practical activity tend to be mutually

exclusive; finally, while the dramatic pattern of one person

dealing with other persons drays upon all one's resources,

still it sub-divides, like the successive coatinr,s in an

onion, into a series of zones from the ego or moi intime 

to the outer rind of the persona, so that one is aloof with

strangers, courteous with acquaintances, at ease with one's

friends, occasionally unbosoms oneself to intimates, keeps
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somethings entirely to oneself and refuses even to face others.

Secondly, man develops. whatever he is at

present, he was not always so and, crer,,rally speaking, he

need not remain so. The flexible circles of ranges of

schemes of recurrence shift and expand, for neural, psychic,

and intellectual conjuga,es pertain to systems on the move.

The functioning of the higher integration involves changes

in the underlying manifold, and the charming manifold evokes
There

a modified higher integration. OW obtains the law of effect,

for development occurs along the directions in which it

succeeds. But ti ere also obtains a ,-4maito,n -sclmusi_eftivot

an anticipated law of effect on the psychic and int ē llectual

levels. Thus, unless one asks the further questions, one

remains with the insights etft ,4140 one has already, and so

intelli;ence does not develop; inversely, because one wants

to develop, one can frequent the lectures and read the books

that put the further questions and help one to learn.

Again, one develops through functioning and, until one has

dmvsimpl . developed, one's functioning has the lack of poise,

of economy, of effectiveness, that betrays as yet undifferentiated

potentiality. Unless one is enco ira-ed out of shyness, timidity,

pretended indifference, to zest and risk and doing, to humility

and laughter, one will n,t develop but merely foster the

objective grounds for one's feeling of inferiority. Rather,

one will not develop along a certain more comon line; one

will seek and find less common fields in which to excel;

and tiere xi one will be apt to over=compensate for deficiencies

elsewhere.

o 0
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•	 Thirdly, there is a 1alm of integration. The

initiative of development may be or ^anic, psychic, intellectual,

or eli external, but the development remains fragmentary

until the principle of correspondence between different levels

is satisfied. Thus, the initiative iiietaaamandla may be organic,

for the organism is an upwardly directed dynamism, seeking to

be more fully, evoking its hi*her integration by calling

forth psychic images and feelings. So man is prompted to

waking and sleeping, to eating and drinking, to shade in the

summer and the fireside in winter, to loving and begetting

children and fending for them; and these psychic, sensitive,

corporal activities in their turn call forth the family and

technology, the economy and polity, morality and law.

Again the initiative may be psychic, for mans s sensitivity not only

reflects and integrates its biological basis bmt also is itself

an entity, a value,	 aal5iliving and developing. Inter-

 ,y itr	 ^i.ox^ski3 — t'.^—s i r-i	 of	 a -11 g- in_la{a	 Az/

'end lamenting, th common purpoje and cooperatiye''achieve nt ,

he idle ho s spent with those with. whom	 ōels,.a^ >6'me,

bj ctidity, companionship, the idle lours spent with those

Th wham one feels at home,' play -and nrt , the

subjectivity, companionship, play and artistry, the idle

hours spent with those with whom one 	 feels at home, the

common purpose, achievement, failure, disaster, the sharing of

feeling in lan.p;hter and lamenting, all are human things and

in them man functions primarily in accord with the development

of his perceptiveness, his emotional responses, his sentiments.

Thirdly, the initiative may be intellectual; its source is

a problem; one is out to understand, to judge, to decide, to

An g—vc_f-ulitg
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choose. Finally, the initiative may spring from a change in
c it

one's material , Acurnstances, in the perceptiveness or sentiments

of another, in the discoveries of other minds and the decisions-

of other wills.

Still the	 initiation of a development

is one thing and its integrated completion is another. If one

adapts to external change merely out of deference to material

necessity or social Ares sure, the behavior of the outward •persona

is modified in a manner that,ls at best, is tolerated by the

inner subject. Again, if one sincerely makes a wosglaeet excellent

resolution about one's mode or style of behavior, the resolution

is apt to remain sterile if the appropriate percotiveness and

feelings are not forthcoming and one does not know how to evoke

them. Inversely, a d .eveloprient can begin in one's perceptiveness

and feelings, yet it will remain frustrated if one fails to

understand oneself, to plan the strate•y, and to execute the

tactics that secure congenial companionship or employment.

Finally, the non-conscious neural basis can send up its sirnals

that express a starved affectivity or other demands for fuller

living, but the signals may need an interpreter and the interpreter

an intelligent and willing pupil.

The law of integration, then, is a declaration

of what is meant by human development. Y Because man is a

unity, his proper development is no more than initiated when

a new scheme of recurrence is established in his outward behavior,

in his thinking and willing, in his perceptiveness and feeling,

in kizs 	 'i`oJ 	 the organic and neural basis of his action.

Generally speaking, such an initiation of development invites

complementary adjustments and advances, and unless they are

^
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effected, either the initiated development recedes and atrophies

in favor of the dynamic unity of the subject, or else that

unity is sacrificed and deformed to make a man a mere dumping

ground for unrelated, =integrated schemes of recurrence and

modes of behavior.

Fourthly, there is a law of limitation and

transcendence. It is a law of tension. On the one hand,

development is in the subject And of the subject; on the other

hand, it is from the subject as he is and towards the subject

as he is to be. Finality has been conceived as the upwardly

but not deterrlinately directed dynamism of proportionate being.

Its realization may be regular, but its regularity is not
settled

according to law, according to/spontaneity, according to

acquired habit, according to existing schemes of ma recurrence;

on the contrary, it is a chnrnge in the law, the spontaneity,

the habit, the scheme; it is the process of introducing and

establishing a nevi law, sponta::eity, habit, scheme. Its

point of departure necessarily is the sub .'ect as he happens

to be; but its direction is against him remaining as he is;

and though its term will involve him in a fresh temptation

to inertial repetition and recurrence, that term is to be

approached only by breaking away from the inertia of his prior

stage.

Now the tension that is inherent in the finality

of all proportionate being becomes in man a conscious tension.

Present perceptiveness is to be of enlarged, and the enlargement

is not perceptible to present perceptiveness. Present desires

and fears have to be transmuted and the transmutation is not

desirable to present desire but fearful to present fear.
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b!n+ Moreover, as hasibeen noted, the organism reaches its

highest differentiation under the psychic integration of the

animal, and ther_osyche reaches its hi -hest differentiation

under the intellectual integration in man. Because human

,? psychic development is so much more extensive and intricate

in man than in other animals, it is involved in a more pro-

longed tension and it is open to more acute and dIversif ied

crlses.

There is a further and deeper aspect to the

matter. Intellectual development rests upon the dominance

of a detached and disinterested desire to know. It reveals
a

to man a universe of being, in which he is but an ki item,

and a universal order, in which his desires and fears, his

delight and anguish, are but infinit,,simal components in

the history of annkind. It invites man to become intelligent

and reasonable not only in his knowing but also in his living,

to guide his actions by referring them, not as an animal

to a habitat, bat as an intelligent being to the intelligible
Soffie

context of/universal orderm that is or is to be. Still it

is difficult for man, even in knowing, to be dominated simply

by uhe pure desire, and it is far more difficult for him

to make or ;permit that detachment and disinterestness to

dominate his whole way of life. For the self, as perce.lving

and feeling, as enjoying and suffering, functions as an

animal in an environment, as a self-attached and self-interested
its own

center within A narrow world of stimuli and responses.

But the same self, as inquiring and reflecting, as conceiving

intelligently and judging reasonably, is carrled by its own

spontaneity to a quite different mode of operation with

the opposite attrsbutes of detachment and disinterestedness.
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It is confronted with a universe of being in which it finds

itself, not the center of reference, but an object coordinated

with other objects and, with them, subordinated to some destiny

to be discovered or invented, approved and accepted or disdained

and repudiated.

Such then is the height of the tension of

human consciousness. On the side of the object, it is the

opposition between the _ orld of sense of man the animal and,

on the other hand, the universe of being to be known by intelligent

grasp and reasonable affirmation. On the side of the subject,

it is the opposition between a center in the world of sense

operating self-centeredly and, on the other hand, an intelligiblyn
ordered universe of being tto which one ca e.uter and in which

one can function only through detachment and disinterestedness.

Not only is the opposition complete but also it is ineluctable.

As a man cannot divest himself of his animality, so he cannot

put off the Eros of his mind. To inqui - e and understand, to

reflect and judge, to deliberate and choose, are as much an

exigence of human nature as waking and sleeping, eating and

drinking, talking and loving. Nor is there any rasa escape

from the universe of being and its intelligible order by

devising some particular type of metaphysics or counter-:metaphysics.

For the universe of being is whatever is intelli ,~ently grasped

and reasonably affirmed; by its definition it includes an

intelligible order; and to set up as a philosopher of any

school whatever, one has$ to claim to understand and pretend

to be reasonable.
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It is this heightened tension that in human

development sup,lies the content of the compound, antithetical

law of limitation and transcendence. All development is

development inasmuch as it goes beyond the initial subject,

but in man this "going beyond" is anticipated immanently

by 'the detachment od and disinterestedness of the pure desire.

Again, all development is development inasmuch as it possesses

a point of departure, a concrete material to be transmuted,

but in man this concrete material is permanent in the self-
sensitive

centered/psyche convent to orientate itself within and its

visible and palpable environment and to deal with it successfully.

Nor are the pure desire and the sensitive psyche two things,

one of them "I" and the other "It." They are the unfolding

on different levels of a single, individual unity, identity,

whole. Both are I and neither is merely it. If my intelligence

is mine, so is my sexuality. If my tt&croi%& reasonableness is

mine, so are my dreams. If my it:elligence and my reasonableness
thought

are to be/more rei)resentative of me than my ne organic and

psychic spontaneity, that is only in virtue of 	 vaa

V40t14461/1061434 the higher integration that, in fact, my

intellirence and reasonableness s'_tcceed in imposing on their

underlying manifold or, proleptically, in virtue of the development

in which the higher integration is to atatttit achieve a fuller

measure of success. But no matter how full the success,

the basic situation within the self is unchanged, for the

perfection of the higher integration does not eliminate the

integrated or modify they opposition bet'"een self-centeredness

and detachment. The same "I" on different and related levels

of operation retains the opposed cnaracters.
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Fifthly, there is a law of genuineness. At

first sight it is an obvious matter of simplicity and honesty,

of perspicacity and sincerity. But a little probing brings

to light a paradox. V40 ,-41ft so far as development occurs

non-consciously, there is no relevance to genuineness, for

simplicity and honesty, perspicacity and sincerity, are
ow-

qualities of conscious acts. On the other hand, , themore

consciously a development occurs, the less 1-t	 the likelihood

that it will be marked by genuineness, for when one speaks

of a simple and honest soul, one is not thinking of a person

given to deep and prolonged self-scrutiny. :what then can

genuineness be? It does not pertain to
,d ndG

non-conscious development, and itA stande in conflict with any

notable consciousness of development. Is it a property of

some twilight development that is neither unconscious nor

fully conscious? And if it is, how can there be a general

law of genuineness? Such is the paradox.

To meet it, let us say that the requirement
analogous.

of genuineness is conditional s.nd/pc-la.e. It is conditional,

for it arises only inasmuch as development occurs through

consciousness. It is analogous, for the requirement has

a different content in different cases. The genuineness,

of wh .ch we think when we speak of a simple and honest soul,

is the happy fruit of a life in which illusion and pretence

have had no place. But there is another genuineness that

has to be won back through a s641 self-scrutiny that

expels illusion and pretence; and as this enterprise is

difficult and its 	 issue doubtful, we do not think of

its successful outcome when we cast about for an obvious

illustration of genuineness.

;:,
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In the light of these distinctions, the law of

genuineness can be put as follows. Every development involves

a starting point in the subject as he is, a term in the subject

as he is to be, and a process from the starting point to the

term. however, inasmuch as a development is conscious, there

is some apprehension of the starting point, the term, and the

process. But such apprehensions may be correct or mistaken.

If they are correct, the conscious and unconscious components

of the development are operating from the same base along the

same route to the same goal. If t.• -ley are mistaken, the conscious

and unconscious components, to a r*reater or less extent, are

operating at cross purposes. Such a conflict is inimical to

the development, and so we have the conditional law of genuineness,

namely, that if a development o is conscious, then its success

demands correct apprehensions of its starting point, its process,

and its goal.

Further, besides being correct or mistaken, the

apprehensions that make a development conscious may be minimal

or more or less extensive. They Theyelp, are minimal when they

involve little more than the successionof fragnenta.ry and1,444.44.644.44

separate acts needed to carry out the^development with advertence,

intelligence, and reasonableness. They are more or less

extensive when one begins to delve into the background, the

context, the premisses, the inter-relations of the minimal

series of acts, and to subsume this understanding of oneself

under empirical laws and philosorhic theories of development.

Now, other things being equal, there is v less likelihood of

error in the minimal series alone than in the minimal series

fitted out with its concrete background and its theoretical
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explanation; and for Ghis reason we expect genuineness to be

more common in the simple and honest soul innocent of intro-

spection and depth psychology. But itt very :Fell may be

that other 0hinrrs are not equal, that errors have become lodged

in the habitual bxackground whence spring our direct and

reflective insights, that if we relied upon our virtual and

implicit self-knowledge to provide us with concrete guidance

ltw through a conscious development, then the minimal series

so far from being probably Ili; correct would be certainly mistaken.

Accordingly, the law of Tenuineness not only is conditional but

also is analor,ous; it becomes relevant in so far as development

is conscious; and what it demands will be spontaneous in some

cases and in others only obtained through a more or less extensive

raiNdWat self-scrutiny.

The necessity, then, of renuineness is the necessity

of avoiding conflict between the unconscious and the conscious

components of a development. But one moves to a deeper grasp

of the issue when one asks why/ conflict should arise. For

if one does not have to look far to find a reason, the reason

is not without its profundity. As we have seen, all development

involves a tension between limitation and transcendence. On

the one hand, there is the subject as he is functioning more

or less successfully in a flexible circle of ranges of schemes

of recurrence. On the other hand, there is the subject as ile.-ia

' 	 ^•r 0'r i^.r6^^HL c Ā^,S.S^-^aT^2^-'^C c1^.i.'f'f`^ēPi'^

StAk , ,7.e: i hke ^c.^.^c1e^f^ iQ3 yes ^f^sc ne 	 enae

'niāue`	 s't1^s ā tig	 t I -thē . 	t 	th o's^- ^.

the TA:At tire- 	t e_pre, enix.modb).
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a higher system on the move. One and the same reality isi both

integrator and operator; but the operator is relentless in

transforming the integrator. The integrator resides in successive

levels of inter-related con jurate forms that are more familiar

under the common name of acquired habits. But habits are

oick2 inertial. The whole tendency of ?-resent perceptivenesp,

of present effectivity and agr-ressivity, of present ways of

understanding and judging, deliberating and choosing, speaking

and d^ doing, is for them to remain as they are. Against

this solid and salutary conservatism, however, there operate

the same principles that grave rise to the acquired habits and

now persist in attempting to transform them. Unconsciously

operative is the finality that consists in the up .wardly but

indeterminately directed tert3arm dynamism of all proportionate

being. Consciously operative is the detached and disinterested

det1.11a.3^^3	 vim,-,iA -,e1r-due s	 lwrd Livlfri	 t-s-eLta tan +e ra

under ' Ya ck^ f A4  b s 6416dLas la^p^k^ti^ulLtir n

desire raising ever further questions. Among the topics for

questioning sA are one's own unconscious initiatives, their

subsumption under the general order intellir~ence discovers in

the universe of being, their integrution in the fabric of

one's habitual living. So ti.ere emerges into consciousness

a concrete ap -prehension of an obvi iusly practicable and proximate

ideal self; but along with it there also emerges the tension

between limitation and transcendence; and it is no vague tension

between limitation in gene :.al and transcendence in general,

but an unwelcome tivftt'e4!' invasion of consciousness by opposed

apprehensions of oneself as one concretely is and as one

concretely is to be.

r"'"..,.,.
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Genuineness is the admission of that tension

into consciousness, and so it is the necessary condition of

the harmonious cooperation of the conscious and unconscious

components of development. It does not brush questions aside,

smother doubts, push problems down, escape to activity, to

chatter, to passive entertainment, to sleep, to narcotics.

It confronts issues, inspects them, studies their many aspects,

works out their various implications, contemplates their concrete

consequences in one's own life and in the lives of others.

If it respects inertial tendncios as necessary conservative

forces, it does not conclude that a defective Tontine is to

be maintained because one has raaown accustomed to it. Though

it fears the cold plunge into becomming other than one is, it

does not dog dodge the issue, nor pretend bravery, nor act out

of bravado. 12 It is capable of assurance and confidence, not

only in what has been tried and found successful, but also in

what is yet to be tried. It grows weary with the perpetual

renewal of further questions to be faced, it longs for rest,

it falters and it fails, but it knows its weakness and its
it

failures and/does not try to rationalize them.

Such genuineness is ideal. It goes far beyond

the native endowment of detachment and disinterestedness that

we possess in the pure desire to know. For it presupposes

the accumulations of direct, introspective, and reflective

insights that are needed to discriminate between issues.

Some are momentous, some important, some secondary, some

minor, some merely silly. 1ithout due perspective and

discrimination, the exercise of genuineness, as described

above, results only in the 	 earnest person with

a remarkable flair for concentrating on the wrong questions.

C 0
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Nor can perspective and discrimination be acquired without

asking the significant questions. There is, then, a six

vicious circle to be broken, for we cannot become wise and

discriminating without concentrating on the right questions,

and vve cannot select .:hose r ue si, ions wk.erfe4t- unless we e

already are wise and discriminating.

Still vicious circles are logical entities,

and development is a series of emergent leaps from the logic

of one position to the logic of the next. Hitrior system as

op on the move, as operator, is not to be deduced from

precepts and maxims alone, nor from inner impulses alone,

nor from external circumstances alone. It is a creative

response that meets the requirements of all three in a concrete

intelligible synthesis. Man is alive, sensitive, intelligent,

monad,
	reasonable. Nor isAnia an isolated/k41116isolated/k41116 	 His development is

atiovement from the relative dependence of childhood to the

relative autonomy of maturity. And as he develops, the content

of the VIII analogous requirement of genuineness-for-him shifts

from the simple demand of the pure desire for detachment to an

ever more intelligent, more wise, more self-reliant unfolding

of that desire.

Finally, there is the sanction of genuineness.

To fail in genuineness is not to escape but only to displace

the tension between limitation and transceAndence.

3 y	 t -	 d	 •^
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Such a displacement is the root of the dialectical phenomena

of individual scotosis in the individual, of the bias of common

sense, of basic philosophical differences, and of their prolongation

in morals, natural and human science, in morals and religion, in
;S

educational theory and history. But this issue takes from genetic

method to dialectic and so the present discussion ends.

It has been all, of course, very general. It is

meant to be so. A heuristic structure.... etc., see next page. 

0
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meant to be so. A heuristic structure is only the frame-work

in which investigation is to introduce specific laws and

particular facts. The question before us ls not whether we

have dealt adequately with human development. The question

before us is not whether ive have established the fertility of

the heuristic structure or even whether we have explained

its precise mode of application. Our topic is genetic method

and the sole question is whether the key idea of the method

has been found. Our account takes its stand upon the structure

of human knowing. Its basic elements are supplied by the

theory of explanatory genera nnd species, by the consequent

analysis of development in neneral, and by the special character-

istics of the triply compounded development of man. It finds

that, as classical method rests on the assumption that similars

are to be understood similarly, so genetic method rests on

the	 assumption that an understanding of significantly

dissimilar individuals is to he reached by subsuming their

respective histories under convnon genetic principles. Again,

it finds that as classical metnod is concerned with laws, so

genetic method is concerned with emergent trends, with successions

of operators that successively chan-e āxwz tre laws to which an

individual is subject, Further, it finds, that, because

genetic method is concerned with emereent trends, its object

can be formulated only by introduc in,? categories in which the

notion of emergence and its implications are set forth adequately

and with sufficient generality. Finally, it is for this reason

that the account of Frenetic method had to await the discussion

of metaphysics; and within this metaphysical context it has been
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found possible, I believe, to offer a single integrated view

that finds its point of departure in classical method yet

embraces biology, the psychology of behavior and depth psychology,

existentialist reflection upon man, and fundamental elements

in the theory of individual and social history, of morals and

asceticism, of education and rolirion.

7.5 Counter-positions.

The complexity of the issues with which we

have been dealing has made it impossible for us to weave into

our exposition an account and of contrary views and our reasons

for rejecting them. However, there is a notable addition to

clarity that results from such contrasts and, if we are not

to lam invite misintr:rpretation, we had best attempt some

negative indication of our position.

In Ernst Cassirer's The Problem  of Knowledge,

[Yale University Press, New Haven, 1950, pp. 118 -216; English

translation by W. H. rioglom and C. la. Hendel of Das Erkenntnis-

problem in der Philosophie and Uissenshchaft der / neueren

Zeit, Vierter Band, Von Hegel' s Tode bis zur Gegenwart, 1832-1932.

the interested reader will find a well doc'uiiented study from

the Neo-Kantian viewpoint of the biological methods and theories

from the time of Linnaeus to the present. By presupposing

this exposition of other views, it will be possible for us

to set forth compactly the essential contrasts between our

position and mechanism, vitalism, or;anicism, WitA6.14411134

and Kantianism. Finally, we shall indicate the points in

which we believe it necessary to develop Aristotle's views.

0
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First, our views on reality and objectivity

separate us from the mechanists. In our position there is

not only room but also relevance for every insight that

physics and chemistry can offer to the biologist, for ,.the

organism is a hi<rher system of underlying chemical and

physical manifolds, and the hirber system in no way violates

the autonomy of physical and chemical laws. A7ain, in our

position t :.ere is a welcome for every discovery of such

connections as the conditioned ma reflex and. the tropism,

for all such connections are simply parts in the flexible

circle of ranges of schemes of recurrence. But we cannot

but reject the mechanist belief that reality consists win

imaginable 156/Itk_46yetekttAA elements as imagined, for such

images as images are unverifiable; and we cannot share the

mechanist hope that some day the laws of physics and chemistry

will account for all biological phenomena, for the only

evidence for Ghat hope is the mechanist belief that reality

considts in imaginable elements as imagined.

Secondly, our rejection of mechanism is not

an affirmation of vitalism. for we do not believe that Eke

vitalism, at least as it commonly is conceived, is sufficiently

radical in its rejection of mechanism. For the vitalist seems

to accept the rasa mechanist view that reality consists in

imaginable elements as imagined but to deny add that also

there are unimaginable, vital entelechies. In contrast, we

.	 c	 .	 '	 l . _P,	 r• • ,

reject outri ght the belief that ulti1'ini;e reality is known

by a set of unverifiable images, and if ye affirm forms, `

we affirm them not only in orrranisms but also in electrons, 

0, 
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protons, atoms, and chemical compounds. Nor is such an affirmation

to be termed mystery monr^ering. For a mystery is what is not

understood, but a form is what is to be known inasmuch as one

understands correctly. The real mystery is that, while scientists

are regarded universally as men of intelli^.ence, none the less

it is thought outrageous to suggest that they know anything by

understanding or that they know better and more adequately when

they understand better or more adequately.

Thirdly, while 7:e affirm forms both in atoms

and in organisms, while we do so for the same reasons in both

cases, still ,,e do not affirm that biology deals with the same

type of conju ate forms as does chemistry or shysics. If one

compares the chemical elements, one finds that some, swims

e.g., the inert gases, are highly stable, while others move

easily and almost endlessly into compounds. Still both the

stable and unstable chemical elements are static systems;

carbon of a riven weight and number, no matter how large the

range of compounds into which it enters, never rives rise to

a sori s developing series of instances of carbon of that

weight and number. The outstanding characteristic of

the organism is that in it instability is matched and balanced

by a moving system, that the same individual unity is differentiated

by an explanatory sequence of conjugate forms, that these sequences

are members of the more comprehensive sequence of every bolder

and more resourceful strategies by which organism solve the

problem of living in an environment.

Fourthly, by our affirmation of central forms

we agree with the advocates of holism or orr.anicism. But we

affirm not only the intelligible unity to be grasped in data

as individual but also the intelligible functions and relations
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to be grasped in data as of kinds. Moreover, t -.ese intelligibly

relations functions not only doter iit are emorrent in the
1

underlying manifolds and determine the flexible circle of

ranges of schemes of recurrence but also constitute a moving

higher system that so integrates the underlying ,manifold as

to make another and different interrration emerge.

Fifthly, we employ the name, emergence, but .,e

employ it in a quite determinate meaning to denote a 'suite

unmistakable fact. The prototype of emergence is the insight

that arises with res - ect to an appropriate image: without the

insight, the image is a coincidental manifold; by the insight

the elements of the image become intelligibly united and related;

moreover, accumulations of insights unify and relate ever greater

and more diversified ranges of images, and what remains :merely

coincidental from a lower viewpoint becomes systematic from

the accumulation of insights in a hiaher viewpoint. If the

meaning of ewer Bence is thus de Armina . te, so also the fact is

unmistakable. There are routine processes and throughout them

one can verify the same classical and statistical laws. There

are chap g. . s of sta'e anc d . urina them statistical laws are

modified but classical laws remain the same. But there also

are emergent processes and the classical laws that can be

verified at Ls inception are not the classical laws that
xiaZe

can be verified at
 

	 end. Tao e are correlations that can

be verified in the adult organism. There are correlati,ns that

can be verified in the fertilized ovum. But the two sets of

correlations are note - 	identical. In determinate

materials there has occurred a channe A bi what can be grasped

by insight, formulated as law, and affirmed as verified.

One set of con junate forms has riven place to another.

^ ^•---
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The process from one set to the other is regular. But this

regular process is not in accord with classical law, for there

are no classical laws about che . ni s of oh classical laws;
nor is it in accord with statistical law, for it is not an

indifferent choice between a st a set of alternative processes;

and so one is forced to recognize the fact of a t :ird type of

process to be inw. st igatod by a t' :lird, nenot is method.
Sixthly, Kant affirmed a M9YLM of formal p.zrposiveness

inouiry.
as relevant to biological 44yo ,sittst3440ni. Such purposiveness vas

no part of the reality under investi  _re Lion, but It vas a necessary
component of the mind's intelligible ordering of the data.

Now ue affirm finality in a sense that has been defined already.

It is an affirmation of dynamism, of a r reneral ,

directedness to fuller intelligibility and s7s tematization,

and of the attainment of ever rrreater but never coninlete fulness

through an effective probability. A clear example of the exact

meaning of such finality is the flexible strategy of the dynamic

higher system and, again, of the cumulative succession of ever

bolder and richer strategies. Accordingly, our affirmation of

finality moans no more than .;:hat can be r'rssped  intelligently

in the data and affirmed reasonably on the basis of the data.

But	 the real is being, and being is what is

to be	 grasped intelligently and affirmed reasonably.

On this shoving, finality is just as real as anything else.

• N.
-

El-ekexkā •

Inasmuch as Kant's formal purposiveness involves a certain

anthropocentricity and, also, a 7 -eater determinacy than our

notion of finality, ve are ready to ?rant its subjective status

but then we would deny that it possessed any relevance to

o^
^.^w._ ..^.
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biological inquiry. Finally, Kant' s views in this field are

no more than a consequence of his general position and, as has

been suggested alieady, that position hailo better foundation

than an incomplete rejection of naive views on objectivity

along with a failure to aea& find the virtually unconditioned

as constitutive of judgment and thereby to reach the universe

of being.

Seventhly, thougl ,ie are in basic agreement with

Aristotle, we differ from him in many positive ways and it
meg. & tf .

will not be amiss to clarify the matter,, Aristotle acknowledged

central and conjugate forms: as sight is to the eye, so soul is

to the whole animal. His form is also an end: sir-ht is the

intelligibility grasped not/only in the developed eye and optic

nerve but also proleptically in the developing eye of the foetus.

He distinguished between thing for us an0 thing itself: not

only are forms grasped in sensible presentations but also they

exist in a prime matter that is sheer potency and so falls short

of all categorial%description. On the other hand, Aristotle

did not grasp the notion of successive higher viewpoints, nor

employ it to account for explanatory r-enera and species. He

did not grasp the notion of probability as explanatory, nor

conceive an emergent probability, nor think of higher fi forms

as accounting for regularities in underlying otherwise coincidental

manifolds. He did not conceive finality as heading beyond

every generically and specifically determinate achievement,

and his analysis of movement as incomplete act is only a distant

approximation to the notion of development as higher system on

the move from undiff•-rentiated to fully differentiated perfection.

Finally, on his pod.ition tcere is no proximate potentiality to

conceive human development as a triply compounded movement of

of successive hi,-her systems.
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8. Summary.

Metaphysics has been conceived as the integral

heuristic structure of proportionate being. Proportionate

being is what is to be known by experience, intellirent grasp,

and reasonable affirmation. Integral heuristic structure is

the anticipatory outline of what would be known by affirming

a complete explanation of experience.

The sir_,nificance of metaphysics lies not in the

future but in the present. It is a matter of indifference to

metaphysics whether or not there will be some future date in

which complete explanation will in fact be reached. But it

is a matter of supreme importance that to metaphysics that

here and now one reject all obscurantism and so accept in all

its implications the effort for complete explanation. Again,

the value of an anticipatory outline of a vomrtlit hypothetical

complete explanation is not to be measured by the extent to

which the future explanation is anticipated. For the metaphysical

issue is not the present order of future knowledr;e but the order

immanent in the dynamics of all knowledge whether past, present,

or future. Even when science has accounted for all phenomena
444/14.440

and common sense pureed of all bias, there remains the question

of the unification of the sciences and of the myriad instances

of common sense. As that question never will be met either by

science or by common sense,

so the answer to it can be ascertained at once

in its general structural lines; and the point to the answer

is not the value of a forecast but the value of a correct

order and perspective in present knowledge and present inquiry.
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As the significance of metaphysics, so the evidence

for it lies in the present. But the uniqueness of metaphysics

makes an account of the evidence extremely difficult. Any
or sets

doctrine can be presented in a set/of definitions, postulates,

and deductions. But evidence does not lie in the outward

etivalmiem vocal or written expression, nor even in the inner

assent, but in the prior reflective grasp that compels reasonableness

to assent. Once one has accepted definitions and postulates,

deduction makes manifest the unconditioned tat is to be

grasped reflectively. But the definitions and postulates of

metaphysics are a manifold of disputed alternatives; the evidence

for discriminating between them is as larrye as the universe

on which they pronounce; and a rrrasp of that evidence lies,

not within easy reach of every indolent mind, but only at the

term of a long and difficult accumulation of direct and reflective

insights.

For this reason a statement of the evidence

for a meGaphysics has to be in dynamic terms. If a s-atial

image and a military metaphor may be helpful, the advance of

metaphysical evidence is at once a break-through,m1 an

envelopment, and a confinement. The break-through is effected

in one's matAaffLrma .tion 4t, of oneself as empirically, intelligently,

and rationally conscious. The envelopment is effected through

the protean notion of being as whatever one intelligently grasps

and reasonably affirms. The confinement is effected through

the dialectical duplication and opposition of the notions of

the real, of knowing, and of objectivity, so that every attempt

to escape is blocked by the awareness that one ^ Amerely

substituting some counter-position for a known position,

;^_.._....--^.^	
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merely deserting the being that can be intelligently grasped

and reasonably affirmed, merely distorting the consciousness

that is not only empirical but also intelli:ent and not only

intelligent but also reasonable.

Once this foundation is laid and as long as it

is retained effectively, one can proceed rapidly with the erection

of the integral heuristic structure of proportionate being.

In a first moment, dialectical criticism transforms one's

common sense and scientific views to provide the secondary

minor premiss of the argument. In a second moment, cognitional

theory brings to licrht the four methods of possible inquiry,

the condition of their use, and the possibility of their

iii b n ortY nerd--hone }/	 170%A.bta--t4 -Mi/Atiandd

integration, to yield the principal minor premiss. In a

third moment, metaphysical understanding unites the principal

and secondary minor premisses, much as a physicist unites a

differential equation with empirically ascertained boundary

conditions, to obtain the integral heuristic structure relevant

to this universe. Liz a fourth moment, there is invoked the

isomorphism of knowing and known: the pattrn of relations

immanent in the structure of cornitional acts also is to be

found in the . contents of anticipated acts and still will be

found to obtain when the heuristic contents of anticipated

acts give place to the actual contents of occurring acts.

To summarize the second moment, one begins

0	 by noting that understanding leads to the formulation of

systems, and that systems may be supposed either to be

constant over time or to change in time. Again, to 7

-'`s-ucV.e-Ss-k9ke--S 43'
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besides the direct unders t anding that posits systems, there is

the IMYNE inverse understanding that rests on the opposite

assumption of defective intelligibility. Accordingly, the

anticipation of a constant system to be discovered grounds

classical ffiith method; the anticipation of an intelligibly

Va.k related sequence of systems rrounds nenetic method; the

anticipation that data will not conform to system Trounds
the relations between

statistical method; and the anticipation that/the successive

stares of changing system will not be directly in .,elli ;ible

grounds dialectical method. But data must either conform or

not conform to system, and successive systems must be either

related or not related in a directly intelliryible manner.

Accordingly, taken together, the four methods are relevant to

any field of data; they do not dictate what data must be; they

are able to cope with data no matter what they may prove to be.

However, the use of the methods has a basic

condition. For they head to general systems and structures,

but they must be discovered, verified, and applied in data

that are all individual. To link intelligibly the individual

data with the general structures, than there is needed a

ffirther and distinct type of understanding that grasps concrete

©

	

	 unities, identities, wholes. ','hence it follows that the

gene ral structures are concerned with the properties of things,

where properties and things are what is to be known by understanding

the sane data by different but complementary procedures.

Besides their unity by concrete reference, the

methods also possess structural unifications. Thus, in a

universe in which both classical and statistical methodsa are

relevant, the immanent intelligibility of the order of events

can be shown to be an emergent probability. Again, in a universe
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in which the same things have properties investigated in

distinct, autonomous sciences, then the notion of successive

higher viewpoints is alone c^pabie of intelligibly r'e3e-e.s

relating the generically distinct properties of the same thing

Without violating the autonomy of the sciences. There follows

a generalized emergent probability for both things and events,

and the heuristic structure of knowing is matched by the finality

of being.

To turn now to the fourth moment of the metaphysical

argument, tnere are introduced the notions of central and conjugate

potency, form, and act. Proportionate being is what is to be

known by experience, intell.i{-ent grasp, and reasonable affirmation.

The integral heuristic structure of proportionate being is the

structure of what is to be known when iproportionate being is

explained completely. But in that explanatory knowledge there

will be affirmation, tere will he understanding, and there

will be experience of the empirical residue. Let act denote

what is known inasmuch as one affirms; let form denote what is

known inasmuch as one understands; let potency denote what is

known inasmuch as one experiences the empirical residue. From

the distinction, relations, and unity of experienced, intelligible,

and affirmed contents, there follow the distinction, relations,

and unity of potency, form, and act. From the different modes

of understanding concrete things and abstract laws, there follows

the distinction between central and conjugate forms and, as
t

a corollary, the d.isin .ctions between central and conjugate

potency and between central and con_jurate acts. From the

structural unification, of the methods by generalized emergent

probability, there follows the structural account of the

explanatory genera and species ands, immanent order of the
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universe of proportionate being. Such are the elements of

metaphysics.

There remains the task, to be opened in the

next chapter, of investi(-ating a little more deeply the

nature of these elements and their relations. But it may not

be amiss to locate once more our Position in the history of

philosophy. There exists a necessary isomorphism between our

knowing and its proportionate known. But that parallel is

missed by Spinoza's deductivist ordo idearum est ordo rerun.

The correct locus of the parallel is to be found in the dynamic

structure of our knowing. Inquiry and understanding presuppose

and complement experience; reflection and judgment presup7ose

and complement understanding. But what holds for the activities,

also holds for their contents. .,hat is known inasmuch as one
presupposes

is understanding, iz twimaulap 	 and complements what is l oven

by experiencing; and what is known inasmuch as one is affirming,

presupposes and complements what is known by understanding.

Finally, the contents of cognitional acts either refer to the

known or are identical with the known, and so the dynamic

structure of knowing is also the structure of proportio_ate being.

This . : as grasped by Aristotle and more fully by Aquinas and,

while the -resent account of the matter does differ in details

from their position, the difference lies in the fact that

modern science has made it possible to distinguish very sharply

between preliminary description and scienztific explanation.
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